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I believe in precision.
The Leica ScanStation P20 delivers unprecedented ultra-high speed
scan data for all survey and engineering projects. Using an innovative
combination of advanced time-of-ﬂight range measurement, modern
Wave Form Digitizing, high-accuracy angular measurements and surveygrade dual-axis compensation, the ScanStation P20 is the industry’s
best-performing ultra-high speed laser scanner.

Precision is more than an asset – it’s an absolute
necessity.
Zero tolerance is the best mindset when others need to rely on
your data. That’s why precision comes ﬁrst at Leica Geosystems.
Our comprehensive spectrum of solutions covers all your measurement needs for surveying, engineering, construction, and
geospatial applications. And they are all backed with world-class
service and support that delivers answers to your questions.
When it matters most. When you are in the ﬁeld. When it has
to be right.
You can count on Leica Geosystems to provide a highly precise
solution for every facet of your job.
Contact us today to ﬁnd out how Leica Geosystems can enhance your daily workﬂows to ensure you’re more product
and faster than before, email uk.sales@leica-geosystems.com or call 01908 513451.
Follow us on Twitter:

@LeicaGeoUK

Leica Geosystems Ltd
Hexagon House
Michigan Drive, Tongwell, Milton Keynes, MK15 8HT
Tel: 01908 513 400
Fax: 01908 513 401
www.leica-geosystems.co.uk
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Showcase is published for the benefit of those who work in, or supply,
the geomatics industry. Our aim is to raise awareness of the new
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HIGH-SPEED
MOBILE MAPPING

grafit-werbeagentur.de

IP-S2:
Capture geo-referenced
360 degree images
and point clouds with any
car in your ﬂeet

www.topcon.eu

FOREWORD

Measurement is key but what’s coming?
Many thanks to all contributors to this issue of Showcase. The several short case studies in how
a technology can be applied to real world problems. Many of them would not have been
possible a decade ago. When laser scanners first appeared they often weighed more than one
person could lift, let alone position on a tripod. Today they are light enough to be carried by a
UAV or even handheld.

Scanning and imaging are at the heart of this issue’s editorial features. Whether you’re trying to
record ancient rock art deep underground, highway infrastructure or one of the world’s largest
and most prestigious shopping centres, laser scanning or high-resolution image capture seems
to offer the solution. For clients, the deliverable is an accurate 3D record, albeit a snapshot in
time, that can become at the heart of an information system like BIM or GIS.
The maturity of these technologies has happened very quickly even though dynamic data capture
has been with us perhaps longer than you might think. The long lamented Great Western Railway
had a special carriage in the 1930s that recorded aspects of track condition onto a paper tape. But
since the arrival of the micro chip and digital storage media things have moved on. Apart from the
quality of sensors one of the major blockers was still the storage medium, or rather having enough
of it and in a state that could record megabytes of data almost in microseconds. When computers
moved into the business environment in the 1980s, everyone seemed to think that a few tens of
megabytes was enough for data storage. Back then it led to many innovative software solutions
that did not rely on mega hungry Windows. Today we not only have the sensors that capture
great point clouds of data, we have the storage medium too; gigabytes of it, indeed terrabytes.
And that is what you need if you’re driving down a highway with a scanner and camera system
looking to left and right.
So, will these technologies eventually replace conventional optical total stations? It was once
said that the factory of the future would be run by a staff of three: a man, a monkey and a
dog. The man was there to feed the monkey; the monkey was there to press the odd button or
two; and the dog was there to stop the man from touching anything. Is this the future of
surveying? We could certainly use the dog to stop the continuing theft of survey equipment.
Already one manufacturer has a robotic total station without a telescope, all the surveyor has to
do is pop it on the tripod. Another has incorporated a laser scanner along with a 5 megapixel
camera. All total stations at the top end of the manufacturers’ ranges have cameras to record
the scene and can work seamlessly with GNSS data.

The next issue of
Showcase will be autumn
2014. Copy date for
editorial is 1 September
for publication on
30 September. Copy date
for advertisers is
18 September.
• Call 01438 352617 for
more details

Now some may argue these instruments and systems contribute to the dumbing down of
surveying. The reality is that surveyors using them still need their wits about them just as much as
they ever did if they are to both understand and explain the data to the end users. To use imagery
to produce point clouds relies on photogrammetric models to process the survey data. To
understand the use of GNSS for surveying you need to know about the satellite signals and the
influences on them as they pass through the atmosphere. To use a total station successfully you
still need to know about geometry and refraction and accuracy and precision as well as feature
coding. You will need a lot more than a middling GCSE maths grade to understand what’s going
on and there’s still a bit more to using a robotic total station than, in the absence of a dog,
keeping a sharp eye open for the light-fingered bandits.
So to answer the question, I believe that total stations will be around for at least decade or two
yet. They will continue to offer greater accuracy, increased reflectorless range, encompass faster
scanning, higher resolution imaging and better GNSS sensors. Prices too are likely to remain low
or fall as more instruments arrive from Chinese developers.
Let us know what you think about this issue of Showcase. The next one will be published in the
early autumn; copy date for editorial is 1 September.

Editor
*If you know of engineers and project managers who would benefit from a copy of
Showcase, please drop us a line and we’ll earmark them for a free copy:
editor@pvpubs.demon.co.uk
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“ It was once
said that the
factory of the
future would be
run by a staff of
three. . .”

This printed issue of Showcase has tables of laser scanners and total stations - you will need to go
to our website (www.pvpubs.com) for details of GNSS receivers). I apologise in advance for any
errors; we will correct any in the online version. It has to be said that some manufacturers are rather
cagey about giving technical data and results from accuracy and precision checks (if you’re not sure
of the difference between these two qualities turn to page 23). They are mistaken if they believe
surveyors will buy their kit in volume. The integrity of a survey, and indeed the profession itself,
relies on knowing with confidence the critical measurement attributes of an instrument or system.
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FRESH FROM THE MARKET!

Since the last issue of Showcase in the
autumn, which majored on unmanned
aerial systems, much has happened. The
German Intergeo event last October was
the launch pad for many new data
capture systems and software, including
several novel developments. Below is a
selection in addition to more recent
announcements.
TERRESTRIAL LASER
SCANNERS

AIRBORNE SOLUTIONS
Introducing HawkEye III

Choice of lasers
Topcon also presented a new
scanner, the GLS-2000 which
offers high speed 360°
scanning as well as a choice of
sensors including an eye-safe
Class 1 laser.
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Increased range & apps
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Faro whose Focus 3D scanner
took the market by surprise
when it was launched in 2010,
upgraded with a new longer
range version. The X330 is
visually similar to the original
but has a more powerful laser
sensor that operates at up to
330 metres and in direct
sunlight. The bridge above
right was captured in 15 scans
that took just 4 hours. The
X330 also has an internal GPS
sensor to enable relative
correlation of scans during
post processing. Faro also took
the opportunity to increase
scan quality and reduce noise.
Older scanners can be
upgraded we were told. The
low weight of the Focus
scanner (5.5kgs) has attracted
a number of developers
interested in mobile
applications as we report
elsewhere in this issue (see
page 12)

1 million points
The Trimble TX8 3D scanner
is a time-of-flight laser that
measures at 1 million points
per second. Combining highspeed measurement with long
range, the TX8 can complete
a typical 360° scan in three
minutes or less, and scanning
at a range of 120 metres,
with the option to upgrade
the measurement range to
340 metres.

Airborne Hydrography AB
(AHAB), which recently
became part of the Hexagon
Group, has introduced
HawkEye III, a Class IV
combined airborne
bathymetric and topographic
multi sensor LiDAR system.
Data is captured at three
frequencies and is designed
to map both the ground, and
hydrographic data in shallow
and deep water. The system
can also be combined with a
Leica RDC 30 camera.

New Optech scanner
Optech has introduced an
airborne laser terrain mapper,
the Orion C300-1, which is
designed as a Class 1 eye-safe
laser product. Optech say this
is timely following concerns
expressed by aviation
authorities regarding the
installation and eye-safe use
of Class 3A, 3B, and 4 LiDAR
sensors in rotorcraft.

The Faro X330 scanned this suspension bridge in just 4 hours.
al accuracy of 20 mm RMS,
even after 10 seconds of
outage. The system is relatively
portable, fitting into two
carrying cases 65 × 65 × 65cm,
68 kg; 50 × 30 × 40 cm, 38 kg.

New mobile mapper
from 3DLM
Developed by 3D Laser
Mapping in partnership with
navigation specialist IGI, VMapper is a highly portable
3D mapping system. It packs
down into two ruggedised
cases for transport as checkin baggage and is easy to
assemble onto a host vehicle
in 20 minutes. V-Mapper
utilises a precision navigation
system with inertial
measurement unit, GNSS
receivers and an optional
odometer. Vehicle-mounted
laser scanners offer a 360°
field of view, 100 metre
range and 20 millimetre
accuracy, while a panoramic
camera with 30Mpx
resolution captures up to
seven time-stamped frames
per second. The system

comes with end-to-end
training and support.

Trimble’s mobile mapper
Trimble has announced the
Trimble MX2, lightweight,
portable, rugged and factory
calibrated, the MX2 mobile
mapping system. It does not
require a built-for-purpose
vehicle, computer rack or
even specialist operators.
Simply deploy and redeploy
the system as standard survey
equipment to enter the world
of mobile scanning.

iSTAR sees in the dark!
iSTAR has just announced the
new “IR” version of the iSTAR
360° imaging system that can
take panoramas in zero light
conditions. The company has
also launched an iSTAR SDK
for all existing Pulsar owners.
The SDK allows integration
with existing third party
software applications and
allows iSTAR to be controlled
or to communicate directly
with systems such as remote
monitoring or face detection.

TERRESTRIAL DATA
CAPTURE SYSTEMS
Leica’s bespoke mobile
mapping
The Pegasus:One is Leica
Geosystems’ first bespoke
mobile mapping system. It
marries imagery and point
cloud data into a single
calibrated, platform and
incorporates the ScanStation
20 laser scanner in single or
dual-head mode; six 2Mpx
cameras positioned to capture
a full 360° × 70° view;
NovAtel’s SPAN technology to
connect a precise GNSS
receiver (L1 and L2 GPS
+GLONASS) with an inertial
measurement unit for position-

Leica’s Pegasus 1 mobile mapping
system offer 20mm RMS accuracy even
after a 10 sec outage.

FRESH FROM THE MARKET
SOFTWARE

KOREC’s K-Mobile offers customisable data capture

Trimble 4D Control
updated

Products merged in
Cyclone 8.1
The latest release of Leica’s
Cyclone 8.1 scanning
software comes with Cyclone
BASIC, a comprehensive
point cloud utility for both

Leading UK Trimble dealer KOREC has
launched K-Mobile, a customisable data
capture software that can run on all Trimble
Windows Mobile hardware platforms including
the Yuma tablet and the newly launched
Geo7X handheld. K-Mobile is the result of
KOREC’s 15 years of mapping software
development combined with extensive
customer research. Both software set-up and
field use have been simplified to shorten
field and office that
combines former products
into one application. In the
field, Cyclone BASIC controls
Leica scanners that can be
operated via laptop. In the
office, it provides users with

learning curves and enable faster mobilisation
of work forces. Forms are easily customisable
and can be as simple or as complex as the task
requires; feature headings can be clarified with
text descriptions; nested pick lists channel
responses and there is even a built-in
calculator field. The software comes with OS
StreetView maps included, device tracking,
lone worker support and full cloud based and
manual data transfer options.

numerous options for
viewing and navigating point
clouds and 3D models, as
well as working with them
for measurement and
markup/redlining.
Leica has also updated its

licensing of the Cyclone and
CloudWorx product families.
Users can now borrow and
check-out a licence, move a
licence permanently from
one computer to another,
implement any licence as

We don´t claim that our
equipment works
everywhere...
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Trimble has updated its
deformation monitoring
software, Trimble 4D Control.
Version 4.2 offers enhanced
communications with the
company’s NetR9 GNSS
receiver and the new NetR9
Ti-M receiver, which has been
designed for the monitoring
market. It also supports REF
TEK seismic sensors, Trimble’s
S8 total station, geotechnical
sensors, weather stations and
level data as well as velocity
and trend computations and
a calculation facility for
mathematical operations. The
interactive web interface
provides advanced alarms,
data visualisation and analysis
tools. Site access is controlled
by user login credentials.

...but we
promise
that it
works when you do.

Best price-to-performance equipment designed to

suit your daily job. Independent where, when and
how you work. www.geomax-positioning.com

GeoMax - works when you do
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FRESH FROM THE MARKET!
floating or node-locked and
rent licences for short or
extended rental periods.

station or local VRS network.
Corrections are delivered via
L-band satellite, making the
service ideal for those who do
not have access to a network
RTK service. No additional
hardware is required to use
the service, which is also
available across Trimble’s
airborne mapping portfolio.

For any scanner, terrestrial
or airborne
Pointfuse is a new UK
development from
Arithmetica Ltd that has come
from the film industry, where
laser scanners have been used
for more than a decade.
Pointfuse creates high fidelity
rendered vector models from
point clouds very quickly
using algorithms that
automate the process of
object recognition and
extraction to create datasets
that are easier to handle than
the ‘million points a second’
raw data files captured by
scanners. And the beauty is
that it works with data from
any scanner, terrestrial or
airborne.
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ILRIS Scan software suite
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Optech has announced the
release of the ILRIS Scan
software suite for its ILRIS
Terrestrial Laser Scanner
product line. Developed in cooperation with Gexcel Srl, the
software is a completely
integrated workflow
application suite. Users can
now efficiently operate their
sensor, collect data, process
the results and visualise the
final point cloud, all in one
program.

Optech automated
monitoring
Optech, has announced the
upcoming release of the
Gexcel Open Pit Mine
Monitoring System for the
ILRIS terrestrial laser scanner.
Incorporating the combined
expertise of Optech and
Gexcel Srl, an Italian software
company, ILRIS users will be

Topcon refreshes GNSS
Topcon has been busy
refreshing its GNSS portfolio.
The GR-5 is a next-generation
receiver, built on multiconstellation integrated
technology utilising Topcon’s
Vanguard technology. There
are also new features for the
HiPerS GNSS RTK lightweight
receiver, including a cellular
modem option and a dual
SIM cellular card.

GNSS for monitoring
From points (above) to surfaces (below) quickly and from any
scanner is what Pointfuse promises
able to automate operations
and data processing tasks
while controlling the scanner
remotely through a webbased application.

GNSS: SYSTEMS &
SERVICES
Six GNSS systems available
Trimble’s Spectra Precision
division has introduced the
SP80 GNSS receiver designed
for mainstream surveying and
construction applications such
as cadastral, topographic,
control, stakeout and network
RTK. It features exclusive ZBlade GNSS-centric technology
running on a new-generation,
240-channel 6G chipset. The
SP80 can utilize all six available
GNSS systems (GPS,
GLONASS, BeiDou, Galileo,

QZSS and SBAS), but can also
be configured to use only
selected constellations in an
RTK solution (GPS-only,
GLONASS-only or BeiDouonly). The SP80 is also the first
GNSS receiver on the market
to be compliant with the new
RTCM 3.2 standard, including
the recently approved MSM
RTCM messages.

RTK corrections via
satellite
The CenterPoint RTX
correction service is a new
service from Trimble that
eliminates the need for a base
station. The GPS, GLONASS
and QZSS enabled correction
service can offer better than
four centimetre repeatable
horizontal accuracy, without
requiring the use of a base

Leica Geosystems’
GMX901plus GNSS receiver
delivers precise and reliable
data about movements of
sensitive structures such as
mine walls, rock slopes, dams,
and buildings. For time-critical
applications that require high
rate data and a higher
accuracy the GMX901plus can
be upgraded to a powerful
L1/L2 GPS/GLONASS receiver
with an update rate of 5Hz.

Chronos anti jammer
Chronos offers a range of
GPS interference and
jamming detection and
monitoring products and
services for critical
infrastructure, law
enforcement and services
dependent on GNSS.
Capabilities include hand-held
monitoring and detection as
well as 24/7 remote sensor
monitoring with centralised
web-based viewing of events

shaping
the future
Trimble V10 Imaging Rover
Capture now, measure later,
avoid site rework and benefit from
increased quality control and data
validations.

Trimble UX5 UAS
A revolution in surveying and
mapping data capture technology,
geospatial aerial data has never
been faster or easier.

Trimble TX8 3D Laser Scanner
Faster, more rugged and with a
longer range than any previous
Trimble scanner.

www.korecgroup.com
info@korecgroup.com
tel UK: 0845 603 1214 IRE: 01 456 4702
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For BIM productivity
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Capturing scenes through
imagery is increasingly seen
as the way ahead for survey
equipment suppliers.
Topcon’s IS-310 imaging
layout station is designed
to increase Building
Information Modelling
(BIM) productivity in the
setting out and as-built
phases. It features a built-in
dual camera system to
provide a permanent and
accurate photo record of
each project. The cameras
provide telephoto and
wide-angle images to
record surrounding
features, while a 360° Photo
Fieldbook program records
each point.
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and email alerts. More
feature-rich capabilities
include actual real-time geolocation both with hand-held
units such as the CTL3520
and remote sensor
operations.

MACHINE CONTROL
Topcon’s new sensors
Several new control systems
for construction machines
were recently announced by
Topcon Positioning Group.
The X-32 and X-33 systems
designed for excavators
feature Topcon’s new GX-30
control box and rugged TS-i3
sensors. The GX-30 has a fullcolour, touch-screen and
graphical display. The TS-i3
sensors have no moving

An imaging rover
Potentially a game changer,
the Trimble V10 Imaging
Rover is an on-the-pole
integrated 60Mpx camera
system that captures 360°
digital panoramic images
for visual documentation
and measurement. Back in
the office, measurements
can be taken to create
comprehensive deliverables
using Trimble’s Business
Center office software. The
V10 uses 12 integrated and
calibrated imaging sensors –
seven panoramic and five
downward-looking –
allowing images to be
captured directly from the
ranging pole.

management solution.
Meanwhile the multiplatform 3D indicate grade
system, the i33 features GPS
technology and a graphical
display and is designed for
quick installation and easy
operation on many types of
grading and earthmoving
machinery. The system brings
the productivity of GPS-based
3D grade control through the
new MC-i3 GNSS receiver
with Vanguard technology
offering single or dual GNSS
antenna configurations. The
MC-i3 also allows connection
to Topcon’s Sitelink3D site
management solution.

DRONES, UAVs,UNMANNED
AERIAL SYSTEMS

components, single and dualaxis measurement, and
include convenient LED status
indicators. The X-32 is a 2D
system that includes
technology not available on
other, more expensive
systems and is upgradeable to
a 3D system.
A further development is
the X-63i 3D indicate system
for excavators which combines
GNSS positioning technology
and machine sensors with the
heavy-duty GX-60 touchscreen colour display. The
system is upgradeable to
Topcon’s fully automatic
excavator systems. The
system’s MC-i3 GNSS receiver
is Sitelink3D ‘ready’ providing
the option of integration into
Topcon’s real-time job site

Perhaps most significantly,
the payload has been
increased from 2.5kg to 3kg.

Topcon enters the market
Topcon has announced the
SIRIUS PRO powered by
MAVinci, an Unmanned Aerial
System (UAS) for automated
mapping of construction sites,
pipelines, disaster areas,
mines, quarries, etc. The move
is the result of a strategic
partnership with UAS provider
MAVinci GmbH and takes the
user from flight planning,
photo acquisition through to
production of final orthophoto
and digital elevation models.
The aircraft is positioned using
Topocon’s RTK solutions,
which the company claims can

Unmanned multicopters like this Airbotix can carry out
inspections of inaccessible structures .
Leica’s parent grabs Aibotix
Leica Geosystems parent, the
Hexagon Group has acquired
Aibotix, a manufacturer of
intelligent multicopter.
Headquartered in Kassel,
Germany, Aibotix is the maker
of Aibot X6, a new generation
of vertical takeoff and landing
unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAV). Intelligent, autonomous
and safe, the multi-rotor
platform is designed to suit
the needs of customers in the
industrial inspection, aerial
mapping, surveying, utility and
security markets.
The move coincides with
the realease by Aibotix of an
upgraded version of its X6
UAV which can be started
and landed one touch of a
button. The copter can also
be flown in training mode, so
that it cannot leave a virtual
cage (geofence). Besides fully
autonomous waypoint flights,
the Aibot X6 can also set
waypoints during a flight.

produce 5cm accuracy without
ground control points. The
system can operate in a wind
speed of up to 50 kmph.

HANDHELD DATA CAPTURE
Data controller for
construction
Topcon’s FC-336 data
controller is designed
specifically for the construction
industry. In addition to
providing access to the
company’s MAGNET Enterprise
cloud solution to send and
receive data files, the controller
operates with MAGNET Field,
Site and Layout software. The
feature-rich controller is dust
and waterproof (IP68
environmental rating), has a
Windows 6.5 operating system
and built-in Bluetooth and WiFi
connectivity. The unit has a
1GHz processor, 5Mpx camera,
512Mb RAM, 8Gb of data
storage, E-compass and
altimeter.

Through innovation SCCS deliver
to Network Rail
WITH THE ONGOING
requirements for reduced
hand back times and
improved track geometry the
SCCS\Amberg partnership has
worked closely with the
Network Rail innovation team
to produce a survey solution
to achieve these aims.
Using the Long Chord
survey methodology already
used within the UK by the
Emsat and the Amberg GRP
TMD (Track Measuring
Device), also used currently
for track survey, Amberg has
developed a system that
combines the best of both.
The resultant 2 x TMD system
uses the Long Chord survey
method to accurately and
quickly survey the position of
track and calculate deviations
from a design. At the request
of Network Rail, further
development by SCCS/
Amberg Rail was undertaken
to include the tolerances
relating to line speed as
stated within the NR
construction standard.
This additional functionality
allows for the track to not only
be compared with the design
with respect to deviations, but
also to display the resultant
line speed that the track is
compliant for. The
deviations/line speeds are
displayed on site with respect
to chainage and which of the

deviation parameters is
responsible for the resultant
line speed. The aim is to
provide the required
information to the Engineers
and Speed-Raiser on site to
then allow for improvement in
track geometry quality and
therefore line speed.

Methodology
The Amberg VMS system uses
2 TMD’s to carry out the
survey of the track using a
design string and known offsets
to control points adjacent to
the track. Amberg has
developed 2 systems, VMS
3000 and VMS1000 which
share the long chord
measurement system. The
principle difference is the
ability of the VMS3000 system
to make measurements to
other structures during the
measurement run, for example
6ft distances, heights and
staggers and clearance
profiles. Both systems work
using a design which can be
either an absolute geometry
string or relative geometry
design, whilst the offsets can
be either known relative to the
track (chainage, horizontal/
vertical offset) or absolute
position (Easting/Northing/
Height).
The offsets are measured
using either a laser profile
device or a high precision

Leica total station from the
1st TMD. The 2nd TMD is
then continuously tracked by
the total station between the
offsets collecting track
position, cant and gauge
information. The software can
then compute the deviations
from design and the Speed
Raiser report created and a
front offset file exported if
required. All processing is
done on site with no need for
copying of data to an external
computer due to the
powerful ruggedized PC used
during data collection.
Neither of the systems
requires the total station to
be set up or orientated in a
conventional geodetic way
allowing for ease of use on
site and speed of survey. The
use of the Amberg VMS 3000
system gives a comprehensive
solution allowing for all track
geometry, OLE and clearance
of critical structures to be
surveyed in a single
measurement run. The VMS
1000/3000 has been further
developed with Network Rail
for use in S&C and plain line
renewals where precise and
efficient surveys are required
in short time frames. In
addition to this the VMS
3000 systems are also being
used for maintenance surveys
where a high level of
repeatability is required.

“The Amberg VMS has been
successfully developed by SCCS
and Amberg to help Network
Rail and its track construction
partners achieve the goal of
increasing the opening speeds
of track renewals in particular
the high quality installation
tolerances demanded by switch
and crossing installations. The
ability of the Amberg VMS to
give rapid and highly accurate
absolute coordinates files to
the tamper decreases
construction time and offers
improved track quality.
Furthermore the assurance that
the geometry is correct for the
hand-back speed offers a high
degree of assurance for the
speed raiser.”
Nick Matthews Senior Project
Engineer, Engineering and
Innovation
“Network Rail is keen to
support innovative ideas that
can improve the quality, time
and safety of survey activities
on our network and this
contributes to this.”
Chris Preston Senior Survey
Engineer, Track & Civils
Engineering Team
“SCCS are proud to be working
so closely with Network Rails
innovation team. With the
collaborative approach
adopted between ourselves,
Amberg Technologies and
Network Rail I believe that the
end result is a product (Speed
Raiser Software) that has
exceeded our clients
expectations.”
Paul MacArthur Managing
Director, SCCS - The Survey
Equipment Company
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LASER SCANNER APPS

Sabre – scanning land
sea & air with FARO

Engineering Surveying Showcase April 2014

The arrival of the Faro Focus 3D lightweight laser scanner and its
most recent development, the X330, has opened up some
interesting application possibilities. The scanner has already been
tried by several developers aboard a UAV. Here Stephen A Ball of
Sabre Land & Sea Ltd explains how they’ve adapted the scanner for
a vehicle-based system as well as for a multi-copter UAV.
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SINCE THE company’s launch
in 2012, Aberdeenshire based
Sabre Land & Sea Ltd has
made amazing progress
towards realising its stated
vision: ‘To produce the most
advanced, reliable and robust,
robotic geospatial data
acquisition sensors and
inspection systems, for use on
Air, Land and Sea’.
Following two years of
intensive R&D into advanced
UAV systems and associated
technologies, in addition to
carrying out on-going system
development, Sabre has now
entered a more operational
and commercial business
phase.
The company now offers
the rental and sale of Faro 3D
Laser Scanners, the in-house
developed Sabre-Scan - an

advanced mobile mapping
system - and unmanned
platforms. Flexible packages
are available to enable
customers to trial, rent or buy
equipment, especially those
new to mapping or wishing
to rent short term.
Sabre Land & Sea founder
and CEO, Stephen A Ball,
explains: “Following two
years of in-depth R&D, related
to our UAV systems and
associated technologies, we
have successfully trialled and
demonstrated our products,
made our first sales and have
secure rental and service
support contracts, both in the
UK and overseas.
“In addition, we have
created a very good working
relationship with FARO
Technologies and became an

authorised dealer. This
arrangement underpins the
development of several of our
survey system solutions that
take advantage of Faro’s
innovative, high-quality
products.”
As a helicopter pilot, Ball
wanted to harness the power
of laser scanning technology
and inertial positioning, and
attach the resulting system to
a low cost helicopter, such as
the small training one he did
his learnt on. His idea was to
scale down both laser and
inertial navigation technology,
reduce the structures’ weight
and lower costs. Having
achieved all of the
development phase objectives,
the result is an accurate, cost
effective system.
Ball comments on the

Whilst
proving-off
the Sabrescan system,
with the help
of a FARO
X330 (left),
Sabre
undertook
the vehicle
scanning of
several areas
of Aberdeen
(see above).

development process he
undertook. “Having started
designing such an
arrangement, there were many
hurdles to overcome in order
to certify the system on
manned aircraft, so I started to
think of my early days and my
experience of flying remote
control aircraft. What if we
could utilise today’s more
advanced RC technology and
fly scanners in the air? A great
idea, however the problems
included both weight and the
price of such equipment for
small unmanned aircraft. The
hard work commenced by
taking a Faro Focus 3D
scanner, IMU (inertial
measurement unit) and GPS
sensors, and incorporating the
component parts into an
accurate, cohesive system.
“The idea developed into
making both land vehicle and
airborne mobile mapping
systems” he continues.
Integration started mid-2012
and by October of 2013 we
had a working vehicle-based
scanning system. The
prototype, based on a bolt-on
Faro scanner (see the image
below), ticked all of our boxes,
it was low cost, light weight
and easy to use. Developments
continued with extensive tests
in the Middle East, on a highprofile scanning assignment
we undertook for a wellknown oil company. Protected
by a water cooling jacket, the
system delivered excellent
results.
Sabre Land & Sea aim their
products and services at a
global customer base, which
means they have to operate
in hot, cold and wet
environments. They are
currently developing further
the scanner’s environmental
protection jacket with a view
to releasing the new option in
April 2014.
“One of our main areas of
development was ensuring
our systems’ ease of use. In
addition to extensive work on
simplifying the user interface,
we have made the downloading and processing of the
data a relatively simple task.”
Reflecting the early sales
success of this still relatively
young business and its
developing relationship with
FARO, Ball enthused, “Sabre
Land & Sea have recently
taken delivery of twelve FARO
Focus laser scanners. The
high-line rate of up to 97

LASER SCANNER APPS
surveying sensors such as
SKY-PODthermal imaging
cameras, high-end
photography cameras and
multispectral cameras. The
system will be capable of
accurately and reliably
surveying areas in all
weathers and with longer
flight durations, compared to
standard, off-the-shelf multirotor aircraft.
The flexibility of the SABRE
designs means that ‘tripleuse’ applications such as TriPod, Car-Pod and Sky-Pod,
for the Focus units creates a
greater investment return for
Faro system owners. In-built
flexibility with ‘triple-use’
applications means that Faro
customers can use their
existing Focus scanner
without the additional cost of
buying another unit.
“System versatility is very
important during the current
financial constraints and tight
budgets” adds Ball. “Exciting
opportunities for new and
existing FARO users have
been opened up in the utility
inspection market and
mapping to compliment their
traditional businesses.

A street scene from the city of Aberdeen captured by the
Faro Focus 3D X300 mounted aboard a vehicle based system.
“Our purchase of such a
large quantity of laser
scanners units demonstrates
our confidence in the future
and the great potential of the
products that we have
developed. We are now
reaping the rewards of our
highly focused research and
development and we may
well soon be one of the
largest users and developers
of Faro based surveying
systems in the world.”

About Sabre Land & Sea
Sabre Land & Sea designs and
develops advanced 3D
mapping systems for the
survey and inspection industry
both for unmanned and
manned deployment
platforms for a wide range of
land, sea and air applications.
The company offers the rental
and sale of FARO 3D laser
scanners, SABRE mobile
mapping systems and
unmanned platforms.
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lines-per-second and one
million points-per-second
capability make the FARO
products ideal for integration
with our airborne Multicopter
SABRE-UAV and our rapidlydeveloping spin-off ‘carpod’,
mobile mapping business”.
“Those familiar with the
FARO Focus, will be even
more impressed with the
FARO 3D X330 version of
SABRE-SCAN Car or SKYPOD, which provides a much
longer range (330m with ±
2mm) in full sun conditions.
“Our electrically-powered
heavy-lift, multi-copter survey
platform, the SABRE UAV,
comes in two models SABREHL4 a four-engine multicopter system capable of
lifting 2-4 kgs for 48 minutes
and the SABRE-HL48, an
eight-engine multi-copter
system capable of lifting 8
kgs for more than 35
minutes. Further airborne
trials are planned to cater for
high-end sensor payloads like
the SKY-POD for airborne
LiDAR surveys.
“The SABRE-UAV
platforms are specially
designed for lifting high end
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SCAN TO BIM

Scan to BIM – the Beverly Center
Shopping Mall, Los Angeles, USA
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By Jenny Clark and Christopher Gray

Using 3D laser scanners eases the creation
of Building Information Models (BIM). The
Mollenhauer Group have captured the
exclusive Beverley Center shopping mall.
The authors talk in detail about the
process of Scan to BIM and the challenges
faced in implementing this technology.
Note: this article first appeared in the January/February issue of
Geomatics World.
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THE BEVERLY CENTER is a
monolithic eight-storey
shopping mall located in
Beverly Hills, Los Angeles
designed by local architect
Welton Becket in 1982. It is
one of the Country’s most
prestigious shopping malls,
showcasing upmarket stores
such as Chanel, Gucci, Louis
Vuitton and Prada. It has an
unusual shape and was built
atop the still active Salt Lake
oil field. The Center
comprises three levels of
shopping and five levels of
parking, each floor covering
approximately 330,000
square feet in area.
Shopping malls are losing
their lustre in Los Angeles
with people now preferring to
shop outdoors. Consequently
the mall owner commissioned
a team to redesign and

update parts of the facility to
ensure its popularity and
profitability. An important
part of this process is the
creation of a Building
Information Model (BIM) of
the existing facility that can
be used by all the project
team in the redesign process,
as well as for future facilities
management.
An international team led
by Neumann Smith Architects
was put together, all of
whom were chosen because
of their experience with
Autodesk Revit. Mollenhauer
Group was selected to survey
the structure and to generate
the as-built survey in Revit
format, which would have to
include the exposed structure,
architectural elements,
lighting, electrical fixtures and
fittings, and the extensive

lines of piping tract.
The project is vast, by far
the largest scan to BIM survey
undertaken to date by the
Mollenhauer Group. The mall
was measured using laser
scanning (Leica P20 and Faro
Focus) controlled via total
station and tied to local site
control. The site work
required considerable
strategic pre-planning to
avoid unnecessary disruption
to the Center even though a
considerable amount of work
was conducted out of hours.
At the end of each scanning
session the data was
downloaded, registered and
subjected to a thorough
check. The point cloud data
would form the foundation
for the as-built Revit model
and be viewable in Leica
Truview by the Project team.
The initial Mall data
collection survey was
completed over a three-week
period with phase one of the
model (showing structural,
architectural and electrical
components) completed
within the very demanding
12-week programme
schedule. Phase two took a
further month to complete
with the total scan survey
comprising approximately 750
scans and 800Gb data. The
final as-built model showing
all exposed structural and

architectural features, as well
as electrical, lighting and
piping proved to be a vital
part of the design and project
management process.

Mollenhauer’s Progression
into scan to BIM
The Mollenhauer Group,
established over 90 years ago
in Los Angeles, was an early
adopter of laser scanning; the
company was one of the first
Survey and Engineering firms
to purchase a Leica laser
scanner in the United States.
This allowed the Group to
produce innovative measured
surveys of a whole range of
buildings, including the
Dodger’s Stadium, Hearst
Castle and the LAPD
Academy. Although the team
produced detailed,
dimensionally accurate 3D
models, many clients only had
the ability to work with 2D
documentation.
Mollenhauer’s 3D models
tended to be used by clients
for visualisations and
animations rather than design
and construction. The former
are still valid uses of the data,
but the team was keen to
explore a more efficient and
usable software which would
permit valuable data
interrogation and interaction.
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Recognition
Architects and Engineers
began to recognise more and
more the value of BIM to
design. Mollenhauer Group,
seeing the potential of
providing surveys in 3D that
could be integrated into BIM
as an essential component of
the redesign and
management of existing
buildings, decided that this
was the critical time to
commit. The team invested in
the development of as-built
surveys in Revit, which was
rapidly becoming the AEC
industry standard software of
choice.
However, the initial uptake
of surveys in Revit was slow.
Although clients committed
to implementing BIM into
their workflow, converting
entire workforces to work in
3D within a BIM package has
been a learning curve for all
and a long process. Today,
however, the majority of
requests are for 3D surveys in
Revit format.
In 2009 Mollenhauer
Group opened an office in
the UK specifically focused on
measured building surveys,
with an emphasis on surveys
in Revit format with all
training and development
based around this.
Mollenhauer carries a range

of scanners (Faro and Leica)
which are used depending on
the site conditions and
project specifics. Although
the data can be collected
anywhere the processing,
analysis and modelling is in
the most part carried out in
the UK office. The team
comprises surveyors and
architectural specialists who
together have the ability to
create accurate surveys of the
built environment using a
combination of conventional
and laser scan survey. Moving
into the realms of “Scan to
BIM” has completely changed
the way Mollenhauer works.
BIM is not just a 3D model,
but both a new process and a
new way of thinking.
Revit and other BIM
platforms were originally
intended, and have been
predominantly used for, the
design and construction of
new builds. The need to
retain and remodel existing
buildings however, is an
important and growing
market. To better understand
and analyse the structure,
condition and form of an
existing building the hidden
structural components and
foundations, as well as the
details of the building fabric
need to be known. Although
surveyors are limited to
providing a measured survey
of the visible exposed
structure and architectural
detail only, the geometrically
accurate ‘BIM ready’ model
generated provides a
fundamental base level of
data for other stakeholders to
add their specific information
(the ‘I’ in BIM). When
modelled correctly (i.e. as
Revit elements) the survey
model is the foundation,
providing a geometrically
accurate base model for the
complete project team to
design, manage and coordinate all stages of the
project.

Lessons learnt / critical
factors
BIM projects are a
collaborative process and
good communication with the
client right from the
beginning is paramount to
manage expectations and to
ensure a successful outcome.
This in part takes the form of
a clear and unambiguous
specification defining the level

The project was by far the largest scan to BIM
undertaken. Because of the size and complexity of the
mall considerable work was carried out after hours.
of detail required and what
will and, possibly more
importantly, what will not be
included.
It is difficult to generate a
survey model based on
specifications put together
by organisations such as the
BSI and AIA which focus on
new construction, for
example, PAS 1192 and AIA
LOD. For example, the Revit
elements comprising the
Beverly Center as-built Revit
model straddled LOD200,
LOD300 and LOD350. The
specification for this project
required constant
communication and
discussions with the architect
and project team with
several iterations being
refined and produced
throughout the life of the
project. Even given this level
of communication a few
misinterpretations during the
process by team members
were unavoidable. These
were only minor
discrepancies but highlight
the importance of a detailed,
succinct specification that
can be understood by all,
especially on such a large
project where a simple
misunderstanding can equate
to hours of additional work.
A BIM model is made up
of a series of elements
modelled in ‘families’, each
with similar attributes. Revit
contains an existing library of
families and many

manufacturers now produce
Revit files for their designs,
mostly with an industry focus
on new construction and tend
not to be a fit for existing
buildings. This leads to the
need to have to create a new
set of families relating to the
existing building, all which
have to be built from the
ground up resulting in a
significant investment in time.
Mollenhauer Group is
creating its own in-house
library of elements. Even
though every project and
building is very different
(including Georgian, Beau
Arts, Art Deco, mid-century
modern and industrial, to
name a few), the in-house
library provides a series of
easily editable elements which
can be modified depending
on a project’s specific
requirements.
Attention also needs to be
given to the amount of detail
that has to be modelled; for
instance a ceiling with a large
amount of architectural detail
and decoration will take a
significant amount of time to
be modelled in Revit, which
will, of course, add significant
costs. It may well be better
(and more cost effective) to
represent the ceiling using
other survey techniques, such
as simple rectified
photography, that can be
linked to the model. It must
also be kept in mind that a
considerable advantage of
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In 2003 the USA‘s General
Service Administration (GSA)
rolled out a comprehensive
and far reaching national
management program
utilising 3D-4D-BIM to
accurately document all
capital facilities using laser
scanning with the intention of
generating a foundation of a
BIM for each building. The
concept was forward thinking
and innovative, especially at
that early time, embracing the
idea of generating an
intelligent model that could
be shared by multiple
stakeholders throughout the
lifecycle of the facilities. At
the same time many large
American contractors were
moving towards the provision
of their data in BIM, seeing
significant savings using a
single integrated
management system where
the whole project team uses
the same dataset and
allowing more effective
scheduling, management and
clash detection.
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opportunities for surveyors in
new construction. A
programme of scanning
throughout the construction
process will provide an
accurate and fast record of
the actual development at
different stages of
construction. Although the
initial upfront costs are high,
the cost savings in the long
term have been proven. This
is still a difficult concept to
sell to a client, but some are
now beginning to recognise
the benefits.
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Conclusion
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Because of the variable level of the floor slab a decision was made to model it as a flat
plane, which has implications on how other Revit elements are modelled and joined.
using laser scanning is that it
facilitates the capture of vast
amount of detail, establishing
a project database inventory,
which will form a valuable
resource that can be referred
to in the future.
There are of course
limitations of the BIM
software that have to be
made clear with the client
and contract team at the
offset. As with most CAD
packages, Revit is designed to
model straight, perfectly
vertical walls, and requires
significant attention and
adjustment when surveying
surfaces that are irregular.
So it is therefore critical that
methods to correctly interpret
and present structural
elements which are out of
horizontal or vertical alignment
form an important part of the
initial discussions and
specification design. An
example of this was the main
floor slab of the Beverly Center
Mall which, when measured,
was shown to have a
difference in level of 1.8 inches
from one end of the building
to the other (a distance of just
over 1000 feet).
A decision was made with
the team to model the floor
slab as a flat plane, which has

implications on how other
Revit elements are modelled
and joined. It was agreed that
2D plans with a grid of spot
levels established across each
floor would also be produced
which were linked to the
model and viewable by all
sub-consultants.
Consideration has to be
given to the potential uses of
the model later in the project
lifecycle. It must be clear to
all users that the modelled
elements are clearly identified
as having been generated
from survey data. This is
especially pertinent when, for
instance, data could be
limited because there has
been restricted access. As
usual, good communication is
key to success so all end-users
are aware of the survey
limitations.

Future/ opportunities
There are still barriers to
surveyors entering the world
of BIM. Clients still think the
process of converting laser
scan data to a Revit model is
automated. It is essential that
there is an understanding that
the interpretation of the point
cloud needs specific and
unique skills combined with a
professional knowledge of

best survey practice, the
technologies used and a good
knowledge of construction
and architecture. As is
common with many
techniques in surveying, the
tools and the technology have
been exaggerated and the
skills required to correctly
interpret the data typically
undersold.
Although there are still
many unknowns, there are
also many opportunities for
the survey community. The
long term management of
data is one such opportunity.
It is unclear who will
ultimately be responsible for
the management,
maintenance and updating of
data. To ensure long term
validity of the data it would
be prudent to carry out
repeat laser scan surveys after
the planned renovations have
been completed. This data
could be then incorporated
into the final model for future
management and
maintenance of the project.
This of course relies on the
capacity of the project owner
to invest, which in part relies
on the geomatics’ community
to make a solid case for this
venture.
There are also

Key components for success
are good communication at
the outset and the
agreement on a specification
that meets the needs of all
stakeholders whilst
remaining within the project
costs. Reviews and
assessment throughout the
project are critical to ensure
the modelled components
meet the needs of all.
BIM is not just a new way
of modelling, it is a new way
of working. There is a
significant role for Geomatics
Surveyors in this burgeoning
market but we need support
from advisory bodies such as
the RICS to ensure that we
all adhere to clear guidelines
and specifications, allowing
us to provide a coherent
service.
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MOBILE SPATIAL IMAGING

Mobile spatial
imaging captures
accurate 3D
highway
infrastructure
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Improving accuracies, better GNSS and data
handling of point clouds mark the way ahead for
highway asset management. KOREC’s solution
based on the Trimble MX8 (above) is delivering
savings for Transport for London, the world’s
largest integrated public transport network.
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TRANSPORT FOR LONDON is
unequivocal in its pursuit of
new ways of working as
underlined by its recent
Technology Innovation
Conference. This sell-out
event saw the launch of TfL’s
Technology Innovation Portal,
an on-line service which
encourages users to submit
innovative technological ideas
and solutions.
In April 2013, joint venture
partners FM Conway and
AECOM won an eight-year
highways maintenance and
improvement scheme contract
for North West London, worth
in the region of £350m. This
London Highways Alliance
Contract (LoHAC*) would see
the JV and TfL employees
working collaboratively in a
co-located depot from where
they would provide key
services such as the repair and
renewal of pavements and
footpaths, asset management,
lighting maintenance,
drainage, winter maintenance,
24/7 emergency response
services and safety & service

inspections. The project
comprises work in the
boroughs of Barnet, Brent,
Ealing, Harrow, Hillingdon and
Hounslow.

Openness
TfL’s openness to new ideas
has provided a constructive
environment for the JV and
TfL to look at innovative ways
to deliver the specific aspects
of the contract that demand
regular engineering surveys to
ensure assets are accurately
reflected in their asset
management systems.
Responsible for all data
collection and asset
management, along with all
topographic works on the
North West LoHAC network,
is the JV’s GIS/CAD manager
Andrew Bishop, who takes up
the story.
“We collect 67 different
assets ranging from lighting
columns through to
carriageway and structures
with a total of 2000
updatable attributes. Each
attribute also has multiple

metadata values as prescribed
by TfL. Previously we were
using a traditional
topographic approach to our
onsite data collection.
However the use of surveyors
on the ground with GNSS or
total stations presented us
with some obvious problems,
especially on faster roads.”

Safety paramount
Safety is paramount says
Bishop. “In the past we
would have incorporated
traffic management options
on site to protect our
surveyors, which not only
caused additional cost to our
client, TfL, but also disrupted
traffic flow through London.
We were also faced with
security issues – our
topographic instruments were
vulnerable to theft along our
routes. We were therefore
keen to find a new solution
that would enable us to catch
large amounts of relevant,
accurate, data whilst
eliminating the drawbacks
that came with traditional
survey methods.”

Synchronized and
georeferenced data
Topographic instruments are
supplied by UK Trimble
distributor KOREC and it was
during a open day that the JV
heard about KOREC’s mobile
spatial data collection service
supplied through its Trimble
MX8 equipped vehicle.
The MX8 is a vehiclemounted mobile spatial
imaging system designed to
capture fully synchronized,
high-quality georeferenced
point clouds and highresolution imagery. It uses a
combination of seven
cameras, two high-speed
laser scanners, precise INS
(Inertial Navigation System)
compensated GNSS and
accurate DMI (Distance

Scan sites along the A40 - accurate 3D data was captured in a matter of hours.

Measurement Indicator) to
produce fully synchronised
point clouds and imagery at
highway speeds. The result is
incredibly detailed 3D
infrastructure geometry
captured by a vehicle moving
at regular traffic speeds. This
makes it ideal for conducting
projects that would be too
slow, cost-prohibitive,
disruptive, dangerous or
simply impossible using
traditional survey methods.

Trial gives go ahead
A trial of the system enabled
Andrew Bishop to assess the
MX8’s suitability for use on
the North West LoHAC
network. “The MX8 would
clearly give us the personal
safety versus traffic impact
that we required. It would also
give us a theft-free solution
across large areas of our
network. We were very
impressed by the cloud data
generated given the available
GNSS accuracy across the
capital. Once tied to defined
control stations within the
scanned schemes, we knew
that even greater accuracies
were possible, which would
complement our existing
topographical surveys. We
therefore decided to go ahead
with KOREC’s MX8 service.”
The work was all
undertaken in a matter of
hours. This project required
Conway-AECOM to capture
the A40 through North West
London, a generally high
speed road, three lanes wide
with restricted access. The
route was driven and the
resultant scan data captured
all of the road infrastructure
including the central
reservation detail that would
have been unobtainable
without extensive traffic
management and disruption
to traffic flow along the route.
In particular, the Hanger Lane
roundabout was targeted. A
major traffic hub, the
roundabout is busy 24 hours a
day and is not suitable for
closure for topographic
surveying. The survey focused
on the inner ring and crown
levels providing data that
would have been impossible
to gather without causing
serious traffic disruption.
The service provided the JV
with 3D processed point cloud
in .las format and video data
from the on-board cameras in

MOBILE SPATIAL IMAGING

The complex Hangar Lane junction on the A40 captured in a point cloud.
of our network, confident that
the data is accurate in both
content and position. TfL is
very impressed that thanks to
this innovative approach, we
can now produce normally
unobtainable data within days
rather than the weeks, or
months that it would normally
take. The most impressive
aspect for us has been the
comprehensive nature of the
point cloud tied to the video
imagery, which gave us a
multitude of asset sources
from defect identification

through to structural elevation
data and road studies.
However a major benefit has
to be the reduction of traffic
disruption across our
network.”
Bishop concludes, “Mobile
spatial imaging is a hot topic
within the survey industry and
with the continual
improvements we are seeing
in GNNS positioning, backed
up by the development of
better data handling of the
generated point cloud, we
foresee the application of

mobile scanning on fast roads
to be the only way forward
due to its provision of closure
free roads, safe working areas
and comprehensive data
collection for our network.”
* The London Highways
Alliance Contract (LoHAC) has
been developed as a joint
initiative between Transport
for London (TfL) and London’s
boroughs, to deliver a
reliable, reputable and costeffective highways service
across London.
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.avi format for each of the
four surveyed routes. ConwayAECOM opted to use the
point cloud within AutoCAD,
developing their own CAD
toolsets to meet their specific
requirements. Information
extracted from the point cloud
was tied to the traditional
topographic data that already
existed, filling areas that
previously they had been
unable to access such as
central reservations and crown
levels through carriageways.
All the collected data is
used in the feasibility, planning
and design of schemes within
the contractor’s’s role for TfL.
“The cloud data provides
multiple solutions to assist me
in the different demands of my
job,” continues Bishop. “The
‘catch all’ nature of scanning
combined with the CAD tools
we have developed, means
that we can now generate
comprehensive networks of
points at any time and location
along the scan corridor and
respond to different demands
and specifications at the
client’s request. I can now
provide a complete 3D picture
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HANDHELD 3D SCANNING

ZEB1: making the
unmappable mappable
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Described by some as a “game changer”, since
its launch the handheld ZEB1 laser scanner has
been deployed on a variety of projects and
applications around the globe. Titled as the
world’s first truly mobile, handheld, rapid laser
mapping system, the device is helping to map
the unmappable, explains Faith Clark.
Technology behind ZEB1 was
developed by CSIRO,
Australia’s national science
agency and uses the robotic
technology of Simultaneous
Localisation and Mapping
(SLAM). The challenges of
mapping and motion are well
understood in robotics and it
is from this field that the
CSIRO team drew much of
their expertise.
To understand the
principles of SLAM, consider a
sensor moving towards a flat
surface such as a wall. As the
sensor approaches the wall
the measurements decrease in
magnitude. The motion
towards the wall can therefore

be inferred. By integrating
thousands of similar relative
observations of many surfaces
over time, and making
reasonable assumptions about
platform dynamics, the six
degrees of freedom (6DoF)
trajectory of the sensor can be
estimated with considerable
accuracy. The oscillatory
nature of the spring-mounted
equipment ensures surfaces
and objects within the area
being surveyed are reobserved at sufficient
frequency, while moving at a
normal walking pace.
Being handheld, ZEB1 can
access anywhere that the
operator can. It’s lightweight
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ZEB1 has been used to survey caves in South Australia
containing ancient aboriginal art. Photo credit Robert Zlot.

and portable and a new data
logger provides enough
memory and data storage for
a full day of continuous
surveying as well as a power
supply for both itself and the
laser scanner. The data
capture device can also be
mounted on a pole to extend
its view beyond the reach of
the operator and unlike
wheeled devices ZEB1 can be
used on rough terrain and
staircases.

ZEB1 – In action
ZEB1 has already been used
to explore Aboriginal cave
markings in South Australia.
The strange markings, called
finger flutings, are thought to
have been left in the
Koonalda Cave between
about 30,000 and 10,000
years ago. Created by hands
being dragged along
established grooves in the
soft limestone walls the
markings are extremely fragile
and crumble at the slightest
touch. Using the ZEB1
handheld mobile mapping
system researchers have been
able to create a detailed 3D
survey of the cave system.
The survey data, combined
with high-resolution
photographs and analysis of
the flutings, can be analysed
by archaeologists.
“It’s a fantastic research
tool; the fact we can use the
models in the lab where we
have really good light and
good conditions to work
under. Whereas in the cave,
because it’s in complete
darkness, it’s really hard to do
the research,” said
archaeologist Dr Keryn Walshe
from the SA Museum. Dr
Walshe says she is keen to
determine who made the
markings; men, women or
children. “It is really
tempting; it’s really hard
actually, not to touch the soft
surface because it’s so

inviting. It’s this beautiful
pure white colour, like snow.
It looks so lovely and soft you
just want to touch it, but you
mustn’t.”
The technology has also
been used to create the first
ever interior 3D map of Italy’s
iconic Leaning Tower of Pisa,
a world heritage site. During
‘Project Pisa’, CSIRO
collaborated with local Italian
scientists from Scuola
Superiore Sant’Anna (SSSA)
who believe the research will
have significant impact on
preserving the site.
“Our detailed record of
the Leaning Tower of Pisa
may one day be critical in
being able to reconstruct the
site if it was to suffer
catastrophic damage due to
natural disasters such as a fire
or an earthquake. Having a
detailed 3D model. . . could
also be used to allow people
who cannot physically visit
these sites to better
understand and appreciate
their history and
architecture,” said Franco
Tecchia, assistant professor at
the PERCRO - Perceptual
Robotics lab.
ZEB1 was recently put
through a rigorous testing
process at the world’s
deepest and most substantial
gold mine. Owned and
operated by Anglogold
Ashanti, the Mponeng Mine
in South Africa is over 2
kilometres below sea level.
The ZEB1 was demonstrated
in an ‘up dip stope panel’ and
the resulting 3D model was
proven to conform to existing
plans of the mine workings.
“Before commissioning
any new equipment we
always undertake rigorous
testing as the environment in
which we operate is so
extreme; with virgin rock
temperatures around 60
degrees Centigrade and
working temperatures
between 30 and 35 degrees.”
commented Michael
Harcombe, senior mine
surveyor at Anglogold
Ashanti’s Mponeng Mine. “At
these ambient levels, sensitive
equipment, such as laser
scanners, often just do not
work!”
“The results of the ZEB1
test were much better than
we could possibly have
continued on page 22
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The handheld ZEB1 (right)
and with a new data
collector and battery unit
(below) being shown at
last October’s Intergeo
exhibition.

Zebedee consists of a lightweight LiDAR scanner with
a 30m maximum range together with an industrial
grade MEMS (microelectrical mechanical system)
inertial measurement unit (IMU). These are both
mounted on a simple spring mechanism that loosely
oscillates as the operator moves around. It is this
rotation that converts the LiDAR’s inherent 2D
scanning plane into a local 3D field of view. Using
proprietary software which estimates 6DoF, these
measurements can be projected into a common
coordinate frame to generate accurate 3D point
clouds in real time.
The handheld ZEB-DL2600 data logger automatically
records, in real time, laser scanned points, eliminating
the need for an additional laptop. Developed by 3D
Laser Mapping ZEB1 is a fully ruggedised (IP65)
bespoke system which incorporates an embedded Intel
Atom dual core processor and 64Gb solid state drive in
a tough aluminium enclosure. Data capture and data
download (to external USB storage device) is fully
automated and controlled by simple tri-coloured status
LED’s. The device also includes an integrated Lithium
battery pack that powers both the data logger and
ZEB1 laser scanner.

ZEB1 Hand-held Mobile Mapping
with Automatic Data Processing
• No upfront software costs
• No annual maintenance costs
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ZEB1 – How it works
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• Data processed in minutes
• No training costs

Rapid Mapping of Large Areas

www.3dlasermapping.com

HANDHELD 3D SCANNING
commented Michael R.
Frecks, PLS and president /
CEO of Terrametrix.
“However, with ZEB1 there is
no time-consuming set up,
we can rapidly scan large
areas and the data is accurate
and ready to use on return to
the office. This is a huge
advantage for us and for our
clients.”
Frecks continued, “Prior to
purchasing ZEB1, we
rigorously tested the system’s
capabilities specifically looking
at data accuracy, coverage
and ease of use. It exceeded
our expectations in all
aspects!”
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New Zealand start-up
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ZEB1 was rigorously tested in the field by professional
survey company Terrametrix before adopting it for
commercial use.
expected,” he continued.
“The model generated from
the ZEB1 scanning was placed
in the mine’s plans for a
comparison with the current
excavation and found to
conform to the outline of the
workings. We were hoping to
compare the results with our
existing laser scanning set up
however the test area was
simply too small for
traditional laser scanners
another significant advantage
for the ZEB1.”
Closer to home specialist
land and property surveyors
Formby Surveys declared the
ZEB1 a ‘game changer’!
Following a trial of the
system, undertaken in
partnership with 3D Laser
Mapping, the Merseyside
based precision measurement
company reported significant
time savings achieved in the
scanning of existing buildings
compared to more traditional
technologies and techniques.
“Once you understand the
operating procedures ZEB1
‘does exactly what it says on
the tin’,” commented
managing director Andy
Roberts. “It’s simple, fast and
offers excellent value for
money; this makes it a
potential ‘game changer’ on

projects that are time or cost
critical.”
With a reputation for
utilising the latest technology
and instrumentation to
ensure complete ‘field to
finish’ quality assurance
procedures, Formby were
keen to trial the ZEB1. The
system was put through a
rigorous field evaluation with
a ZEB1 operating novice
completing a scan of an old
police station and court room
in a matter of hours rather
than days.
“Not only is the ZEB1 the
right tool for the right job in
some cases it is potentially
the only tool,” continued
Andy Roberts. “I can see it
dramatically changing the
way we undertake some
projects giving us a crucial
competitive edge.”

Commercial surveys
ZEB1 has also been tested
and subsequently adopted for
commercial use in the US by
Terrametrix, an Omaha,
Nebraska based professional
survey company. “ZEB1
allows us to go back to the
good old days of being a
surveyor in the field literally
rattling the fence to get
access to certain areas,”

A New Zealand based
business start-up describes
their recently purchased ZEB1
as an integral tool’. Dunedin
based Qntfi is a brand new
company specialising in
building replacement reports
and contract scanning
services and the ZEB1 is
bolstering market perception
of the fledging company. The
solution has also been
successfully deployed on a
number of projects achieving
higher accuracies, faster rates
of data capture and more
practical operating procedures
than traditional surveying
techniques.
“We describe ourselves
primarily as a ‘measuring’
company as opposed to a
company of surveyors,”
commented managing
director and founder of Qntfi
Jonathan Daley. “The ZEB1
affords us the capacity to
address much bigger projects
than other tools in our
arsenal. This capacity, in turn,
breeds credibility. Qntfi is
seen to be an early adopter of
technology and the market
perception of our business is
significantly bolstered.”
ZEB1 is also delivering
significant operational
advantages across a range of
projects. The system has
been used on a building
surveying project where
limited access made it
impossible, using traditional
scanning techniques to
obtain relative floor heights “A simple 35 minute
walkabout provided all the
detail required without any
of the drama!” commented
Daley. The ZEB1 system has
also been used within marine

architecture to scan both the
inside and outside of boats
in dry docks. This provides
for more accurate marine
surveys and from the data
the hull of the boat can be
modelled and the flow and
turbulence, and hence
operating conditions,
efficiencies and speed, etc.,
calculated – all as a result of
20 minutes capture!

Award Winning
ZEB1 has also won two
prestigious Australian
research awards. CSIRO has
been awarded the Eureka
Prize for the Innovative use of
Technology as well as the
iAwards prize for Research
and Development.
The Eureka Prize is given
to top scientists in Australia
each year and they are often
referred to as the “Oscars of
science Australia”. The
Australian Museum Eureka
Prizes, including the ANSTO
(Australian Nuclear Science
and Technology Organisation)
sponsored award, celebrate
the best in Australian science,
innovation, leadership,
research and journalism.
The iAwards is Australia’s
premier technology awards
program, focused on
recognising the contributions
made by the ICT industry to
both the national and global
economies. Winners of 2013
iAwards now have the
opportunity to compete with
businesses from across the
region at the 2013 Asia Pacific
ICT Alliance (APICTA) Awards.

The future?
By maximising the benefits of
ZEB1 described and
experienced by early adopters
around the world, service
providers and end users will
continue to gain both
competitive and operational
advantages. And, with
systems sales in the USA,
Canada, South Africa,
Australia, New Zealand, South
America as well as much
closer to ZEB1’s adopted
home - the UK, you can
expect to see some more truly
staggering project results,
pioneering applications and
system developments.

• About the author
Faith Clark is a marketing and
technology writer with
Marketing Edge.

3D LASER SCANNERS

Laser scanning: from static
to mobile. . . to handheld!
What has changed?
Since last year there have been
several new arrivals including
one from Leica as we were
going to press. The P15 is a
short range scanner (40 metres
maximum) but is otherwise
similar in performance, looks
and weight to its longer range
counterparts, the C10 and P20
scanners.
Faro meanwhile have
further evolved their Focus 3D
scanner, which took the world
by storm when it was launched
just over three years ago.
Lightweight and much cheaper
than the competition, it quickly
found customers. The Focus
X130 and X330 models
unveiled at last autumn’s
Intergeo are similar in look and
feel to the original Focus 3D
but offer longer range in the
case of the X330 – 330 metres
with an accuracy of 2mm
brings into range many large
structures. It also comes with
an internal GPS to help with
registration of scans during
post processing. But don’t
expect to rely on this for
absolute positioning to known
point – the old adage of
surveying still applies: start
from a known point. Further
improvements to Faro’s
scanners include a quickrelease aluminium case and an
industry standard Wild tribrach.
Elsewhere in this issue of
Showcase you can read about
two examples of how mobile
scanning is opening up new
business areas, saving time and
reducing risks for surveyors
working on carriageways. But
perhaps the most intriguing
scanner of all is the handheld
ZEB1 (see page 20). Although
this device is only just
beginning to find users it could
herald an era when laser
scanning becomes the all
purpose 3D data capture tool
that surveyors have dreamed
about. Issues remain over
accuracy – it relies on an
inertial measurement system, a
gyroscope based technology
that inherently drifts in
accuracy as you move away
from the point of beginning.
But it can surely only improve
with the passage of time.

Accuracy and precision:
they’re not the same
Writing this introduction to
last year’s table of scanners
Richard Groom explained that,
“Precision is a measure of the
consistency of the points. If
you repeat the same point
observation many times and
calculate the mean, precision
is a measure of how close
each individual observation is
likely to be to the mean.”
Thus we arrive at the RMS –
root mean square error.
Groom continued, “If a
single observation has low
precision, there is a greater
risk that it will deviate further
from the mean observation.
Laser scanner manufacturers
use the term ‘noise’ to mean
precision. In terms of laser
distance measurement the
precision of a point depends
upon the distance to the
point and upon its surface
characteristics. Longer
distance means lower
precision. Black surfaces
absorb energy, which limits
the range and weaker return
signals result in lower (in
some cases, much lower)
precision. Conversely, white
surfaces reflect energy and
will therefore have higher
precision and longer range.”
Bear in mind that accuracy is

always more important than
precision because it is
possible for a precise
instrument to be constantly
inaccurate.

LASER CLASSES
Class 1 lasers are safe under all
conditions of normal use.
Class 1M lasers are safe under
all conditions of use except
when passed through
magnifying optics such as
telescopes.
Class 2 lasers operate in the
visible part of the spectrum and
protection is provided by the
blink reflex which limits
exposure to 0.25 seconds at the
power rating of the laser.
Clearly, they can become
dangerous if the blink reflex is
suppressed.
Class 2M is safe, due to the
blink reflex, if not viewed
through optical instruments.
The amount of light permitted
through the pupil is limited by
using a large diameter beam or
large beam divergence.
Class 3R lasers are considered
safe if handled carefully, with
restricted beam viewing. The risk
of damage is reduced by limiting
the laser to a sufficiently low
power rating.
• Note: none of the scanners in our
tables has a higher rating than 3R.
For more, see standard IEC 60825-1.

Time of flight v. phase-based scanning
Time-of-flight measurement technology is based on sending out a laser
pulse and observing the time taken to reflect from an object and return
to the instrument. Scanners using the technology operate over long
ranges at up to about 50,000 points per second. Waveform analysis is
the detailed investigation of the return signal. For example, where the
pulse hits ground that is obstructed by a shrub there is likely to be a first
return from the outer leaves, intermediate returns from branches and a
last return (possibly) from the ground.
Phase-based scanning involves measuring the difference in
phase between the laser pulse emitted by the scanner and the pulse
returning to the scanner. Typically, these scanners are able to
measure points at a much faster rate than time-of-flight scanners –
up to a million points per second. However, their range is severely
limited by the wavelength of the signal: for some models the
maximum range is 80m.
In both cases, the measured distance is combined with angle
encoder measurements to provide the 3Dlocation of a point.
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It is extraordinary how
laser scanning has almost
become the technology of
choice for capturing 3D
data rapidly and
accurately. As a technology
for survey, it first appeared
barely 15 years ago. Early
pioneers like Leica
Geosystems through their
acquisition of the Cyrax
Corporation, are now lead
players in the survey
sector. Others have joined
them, coming from the
industrial and medical
sectors and prospered in
more specialist niches such
as mobile scanning using
various platforms.
There have been several
drivers behind this
technology. First and
foremost has been the
growing demand for accurate
3D data for applications such
as building renovation and redevelopment, highway and
railway corridor mapping,
heritage and archaeological
documentation, GIS and more
recently BIM. The latter may
become a major driver for
scanning through recording
construction progress as well
as the final as-built record.
For more on the latter see our
article on the Mollenhauer
Group’s scanning of a major
shopping mall in Los Angeles
(begins page 14).
A further driver that has
helped make scanners more
useful is the arrival of cheaper
high resolution camera
sensors. Having a colour
image of captured scenes
adds to the quality of
information of the deliverable
as well as providing an easily
understood visual record.
Last year’s Intergeo event
in Germany saw scanners
mounted on robotic tractors,
a top of the range Mercedes
sports coupe and UAVs unmanned aerial vehicles. For
inspection, for 3D spatial
observations of inaccessible
locations, the laser scanner
has opened up a whole new
range of applications for
surveyors and their clients,
previously far too expensive
to contemplate.
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3D LASER SCANNERS
TERRESTRIAL LASER SCANNERS
FARO

FARO

Focus X330

Focus X130

Type (pulse / time of flight)

Phase

Phase

Laser Class (IEC 60825-1)

1

1

3R

2

2

1550

1550

Green Visible 532nm

808nm (invisible)

808nm (invisible)

Minimum operating range (m)
and 3D positional accuracy for single
measurement (mm)

0.6mm / 2mm

0.6mm / 2mm

0.1mm

0.4mm

0.4mm

Maximum operating range (m)
and 3D positional accuracy for single
measurement (mm)

330m / 2mm

130m / 2mm

300m

120m

40m

Horizontal field of view (degrees)

360

360

360

360

360

Vertical field of view (degrees)

300

300

270

270

270

Beam diameter at aperture (mm)
and divergence (mrad)

2.25mm

2.25mm

2.5mm/0.1mrad

<2.8mm/0.2mrad

<2.8mm/0.2mrad

Max and min scan rate (pts/sec)

976,000/122,000

976,000/122,000

up to 50,000

up to 1,000,000

up to 1,000,000

1.5mm

1.5mm

<1mm

0.8mm at 10m

0.8mm at 10m

Dual axis compension (Y/N)

Y

Y

Y (real time)

Y (real time)

Y (real time)

Range precision (rms) @10m
100% reflectivity

0.3mm (90%)

0.3mm (90%)

±1.2mm

±1.2mm

±1.2mm

Range precision (rms) @10m
10% reflectivity

0.4mm (90%)

0.4mm (90%)

±1.2mm

±1.2mm

±1.2mm

Range precision (rms) @50m
100% reflectivity

-

-

±6mm

±3mm

±3mm

Range precision (rms) @50m
10% reflectivity

-

-

±6mm

±3mm

±3mm

Range precision (rms) @100m
100% reflectivity

-

-

±6mm

Range precision (rms) @100m
10% reflectivity

-

-

±6mm

Range precision (rms) @max
range 100% reflectivity

-

-

Precision (rms) @ max range
10% reflectivity

-

-

5.2kg

5.2kg

13kg

11.9kg

11.9kg

COMPANY
MODEL
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Wavelength (Visible /IR)
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Max res (min pt space) at 10m

Scanner weight (kg)

Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems
ScanStation C10

ScanStation P20

ScanStation P15

Pulse

Pulse

Pulse

(time of flight)

(time of flight)

(time of flight)

9kg

9kg

optional 12 or 6.2kg

optional 12 or 6.2kg

optional 12 or 6.2kg

4.5hrs

4.5hrs

6hrs

14hrs

14hrs

Integrated camera (Yes/No)

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Weatherproofing (IP rating)

N

N

IP54

IP54

IP54

+5° – 40°

+5° – 40°

0 – +40°C

-20° – +50°C

-20° – +50°C

sd card

sd card

80Gb internal SSD

Case weight (kg)
Scan time with supplied batteries

Operating temperature range
Data storage method

256Gb internal SSD 256Gb internal SSD

3D LASER SCANNERS
TERRESTRIAL LASER SCANNERS
Optech

Optech

Optech

COMPANY
MODEL

HDS8800

HDS8400

ILRIS-HD

ILRIS-HD-ER

ILRIS-LR

Pulse (time of flight)

Pulse (time of flight)

Pulse

Pulse

Pulse

Type (pulse / time of flight)

1

1

1

1

3

Laser Class (IEC 60825-1)

1545nm

Near IR

1535nm

1535nn

1064nm

2.5m

2.5m

3m / 7mm

3m / 7mm

3m / 7mm

Minimum operating range (m)
and 3D positional accuracy for single
measurement (mm)

2000m

1000m

1250m

1850m

3000m

Maximum operating range (m)
and 3D positional accuracy for single
measurement (mm)

360

360

360°

360°

360°

80

80

-20 to +90deg°

-20 to +90deg°

-20 to +90deg°

<8mm/0.25mrad

<8mm/0.25mrad

up to 8800

up to 8800

10,000

10,000

10,000

-

-

2mm

2mm

2mm

Y

Y

N

N

N

Dual axis compension (Y/N)

8mm @ 200m

20mm @ 200m

7mm

7mm

7mm

Range precision (rms) @10m
100% reflectivity

8mm @ 200m

20mm @ 200m

7mm

7mm

7mm

Range precision (rms) @10m
10% reflectivity

8mm @ 200m

20mm @ 200m

7mm

7mm

7mm

Range precision (rms) @50m
100% reflectivity

8mm @ 200m

20mm @ 200m

7mm

7mm

7mm

Range precision (rms) @50m
10% reflectivity

8mm @ 200m

20mm @ 200m

7mm

7mm

7mm

Range precision (rms) @100m
100% reflectivity

8mm @ 200m

20mm @ 200m

7mm

7mm

7mm

Range precision (rms) @100m
10% reflectivity

8mm @ 200m

20mm @ 200m

-

-

-

Range precision (rms) @max
range 100% reflectivity

8mm @ 200m

20mm @ 200m

-

-

-

Precision (rms) @ max range
10% reflectivity

14

14

14kg

14kg

14kg

24

24

22.5kg

22.5kg

22.5kg

4.5 hrs

4.5 hrs

5hrs

5hrs

5hrs

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Integrated camera (Yes/No)

IP65

IP65

IP64

IP64

IP64

Weatherproofing (IP rating)

-20° – +50°C

-20° – +50°C

-20° to +40°C

-20° to +40°C

-20° to +40°C

Operating temperature range

Via Tablet PC

Onboard or via PC

Ext USB Device

Ext USB Device

Ext USB Device

Data storage method

19 mm / 0.15 mrad 19 mm / 0.15 mrad 19 mm / 0.25 mrad

Wavelength (Visible /IR)

Horizontal field of view (degrees)
Vertical field of view (degrees)
Beam diameter at aperture (mm)
and divergence (mrad)
Max and min scan rate (pts/sec)
Max res (min pt space) at 10m

Scanner weight (kg)
Case weight (kg)
Scan time with supplied batteries
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Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems
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TERRESTRIAL LASER SCANNERS
COMPANY

Pentax

Pentax

Pentax

Riegl

Riegl

Riegl

MODEL

S-3080

S-3180

S-3180V

VZ-400

VZ-1000

VZ-4000

Type (pulse / time of flight)

Phase based

Phase based

Phase based

Time of flight

Time of flight

Time of flight

Laser Class (IEC 60825-1)

3R

1

1

1

1

1

~780nm

~1500 nm

~1500 nm

IR

IR

IR

Minimum operating range (m)
and 3D positional accuracy for single
measurement (mm)

0.4m

0.3m

0.3m

1.5mm

2.5mm

5m

Maximum operating range (m)
and 3D positional accuracy for single
measurement (mm)

79.0m

187.0m

187.0m

600m

1400m

3900m

Horizontal field of view (degrees)

360°

360°

360°

360°

360°

360°

Vertical field of view (degrees)

310°

320°

320°

-40°to+60°

-40°to+60°

±30°

Beam diameter at aperture (mm)
and divergence (mrad)

3mm / <0.22
mrad

3.5mm / <0.3
mrad

3.5mm / <0.3
mrad

Max and min scan rate (pts/sec)

1,016,027

1,016,027

1,016,027

0.1mm

0.1mm

0.1mm

0.4mm

Dual axis compension (Y/N)

N

Y

Y

Y(inclination sensor)

Range precision (rms) @10m
100% reflectivity

0.4mm (80%)

0.5mm (80%)

0.5mm (80%)

5 mm

8 mm

15 mm

Range precision (rms) @10m
10% reflectivity

1.2mm RMS

0.3mm RMS (14%) 0.3mm RMS (14%)

5 mm

8 mm

15 mm

Range precision (rms) @50m
100% reflectivity

1.8mm RMS

2.7mm RMS (80%) 2.7mm RMS (80%)

5 mm

8 mm

15 mm

Range precision (rms) @50m
10% reflectivity

6.8mm RMS

0.8mm RMS (14%) 0.8mm RMS (14%)

5 mm

8 mm

15 mm

Range precision (rms) @100m
100% reflectivity

-

2.0mm RMS (80%) 2.0mm RMS (80%)

5 mm

8 mm

15 mm

Range precision (rms) @100m
10% reflectivity

-

10mm RMS (14%)

10mm RMS (14%)

5 mm

8 mm

15 mm

Range precision (rms) @max
range 100% reflectivity

-

-

-

5 mm

8 mm

15 mm

Precision (rms) @ max range
10% reflectivity

-

-

-

5 mm

8 mm

15 mm

9kg

9.8kg

9.8kg

9.6kg

9.8kg

14.5 kg

-

-

-

8kg

8kg

8 kg

11 - 32V DC

11 - 32V DC

Y
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Wavelength (Visible /IR)

26

Max res (min pt space) at 10m

Scanner weight (kg)
Case weight (kg)

Scan time with supplied batteries 2.4hrs changeable

-7 mm / 0.3 mrad 7 mm / 0.3 mrad

19 mm / 0.12 mrad

122 000 / 42 000 122 000 / 29 000 222 000 / 23 000
0.4mm

3.5mm@100m

Y(inclination sensor) Y(inclination sensor)

2.5hrs per battery

2.5hrs per battery

Integrated camera (Yes/No)

N

N

Y

N

N

Weatherproofing (IP rating)

IP53

IP53

IP53

IP64

IP64

IP64

-10° to +45°C

-10° to +45°C

-10° to +45°C

-40° C to +40°

-40° C to +40°

-20° C to +40° C

internal 60Gb

-

internal 64Gb
flash card

C31Gb intl or USB

C31Gb intl or USB

78Gb intl or USB

Operating temperature range
Data storage method

3D LASER SCANNERS
TERRESTRIAL LASER SCANNERS
Riegl

Topcon

Topcon

Trimble

Trimble

Trimble

VZ-6000

GLS-1500

GLS-2000

TX5

TX8

FX

Time of flight

Hybrid

Pulse

Phase

Time of flight

Phase

Type (pulse / time of flight)

3B

1

1 / 3R

3R

1

3R

Laser Class (IEC 60825-1)

IR

1535nm

1064nm

905nm

1200nm

685nm

5m

1m

1m

0.6m

0.6m

-

5800m

500m

350m

120m

120m or 340m

60m, single pass
50% reflectivity

360°

360°

360°

360°

360°

360°

Horizontal field of view (degrees)

±30°

70°

270°

300°

317°

270°

Vertical field of view (degrees)

19 mm / 0.12 mrad

-

depends on mode

3mm / 0.19mrad

6mm@10m /
34mm@100m

2.3mm@5m /
16mm@46m

Beam diameter at aperture (mm)
and divergence (mrad)

222 000 / 23 000

30,000

216,000

Max and min scan rate (pts/sec)

3.5mm@100m

1mm

3mm

-

-

-

Max res (min pt space) at 10m

Y(inclination sensor)

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Dual axis compension (Y/N)

15 mm

4mm

3.5mm

0.6mm (90%)

2mm (90%)

0.6mm (90%)

Range precision (rms) @10m
100% reflectivity

15 mm

4mm

3.5mm

1.2mm

2mm (17%)

-

Range precision (rms) @10m
10% reflectivity

15 mm

4mm

3.5mm

-

2mm (90%)

2.4mm (90%)

Range precision (rms) @50m
100% reflectivity

15 mm

4mm

3.5mm

-

2mm (17%)

-

Range precision (rms) @50m
10% reflectivity

15 mm

4mm

3.5mm

-

2mm (90%)

-

Range precision (rms) @100m
100% reflectivity

15 mm

4mm

3.5mm

-

2mm (17%)

-

Range precision (rms) @100m
10% reflectivity

15 mm

4mm

3.5mm

-

-

-

Range precision (rms) @max
range 100% reflectivity

15 mm

4mm

3.5mm

-

-

-

Precision (rms) @ max range
10% reflectivity

14.5

16kg

11kg

5kg

11kg

11kg

Scanner weight (kg)

8 kg

8.5kg

-

-

-

3.8kg

Case weight (kg)

-

4hrs

4hrs

5 hrs

2 hrs

-

Scan time with supplied batteries

Y

Y

Y

Y (70MPx)

N

N

Integrated camera (Yes/No)

IP64

IP52

IP54

-

IP54

-

Weatherproofing (IP rating)

-20° C to +40° C

0° to +40°

-5° to +45°

5°C to 40°C

0°C to 40°C

5°C to 45°C

Operating temperature range

78Gb intl or USB

SD Card

SD card

SD card (32GB
included)

USB Flash drive

connected to
notebook PC

Data storage method

MODEL

Wavelength (Visible /IR)
Minimum operating range (m)
and 3D positional accuracy for single
measurement (mm)
Maximum operating range (m)
and 3D positional accuracy for single
measurement (mm)
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48,000 - 120,000 122,000 - 976,000 400,000 - 1,000,000

COMPANY
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3D LASER SCANNERS
TERRESTRIAL LASER SCANNERS
COMPANY

Zoller + Fröhlich GmbH

Zoller + Fröhlich GmbH

Zoller + Fröhlich GmbH

IMAGER 5010C

IMAGER 5010

IMAGER 5006h

Type (pulse / time of flight)

Phase based

Phase based

Phase based

Phase based

Phase based

Laser Class (IEC 60825-1)

1

1

3R

3R

1

~1500 nm

~1500 nm

~780 nm

~780 nm

~1500 nm

0.3m

0.3m

0.4m

0.4m

0.3m

187.3m

187.3m

79.0m

79.0m

119.0m

Horizontal field of view (degrees)

360°

360°

360°

360°

N/A

Vertical field of view (degrees)

320°

320°

310°

310°

360°

Beam diameter at aperture (mm)
and divergence (mrad)

3.5mm / <0.3
mrad

3.5mm / <0.3
mrad

3mm / <0.22
mrad

3mm / <0.22
mrad

1.9 mm / <0.5
mrad

Max and min scan rate (pts/sec)

31,250 -1,016,000

31,250 -1,016,000

31,250 -1,016,000

31,250 - 508,000

254 -1,016,000

0.6mm

0.6mm

1.5mm

1.5mm

3mm

Dual axis compension (Y/N)

Y

Y

N

N

N

Range precision (rms) @10m
100% reflectivity

0.2mm (80%)

0.3mm (80%)

0.4mm (100%)

0.4mm (80%)

0.2mm (80%)

Range precision (rms) @10m
10% reflectivity

0.4mm (14%)

0.5mm (14%)

1.2mm

1.2mm (14%)

0.5mm (14%)

Range precision (rms) @50m
100% reflectivity

0.5mm (80%)

0.8mm (80%)

1.8mm (100%)

1.8mm (80%)

0.9mm (80%)

Range precision (rms) @50m
10% reflectivity

2.2mm (14%)

2.7mm (14%)

6.8mm

6.8mm

3.1mm (14%)

Range precision (rms) @100m
100% reflectivity

1.6mm (80%)

2.0mm (80%)

N/A

N/A

N/A

Range precision (rms) @100m
10% reflectivity

10mm (14%)

10mm (14%)

N/A

N/A

N/A

Range precision (rms) @max
range 100% reflectivity

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Precision (rms) @ max range
10% reflectivity

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Scanner weight (kg)

9.8

9.8

12.3

30.6

13.5

Case weight (kg)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

3hrs per battery

2.5hrs per battery

2.5hrs per battery

1hr per battery

N/A

MODEL

Wavelength (Visible /IR)
Minimum operating range (m)
and 3D positional accuracy for single
measurement (mm)
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Maximum operating range (m)
and 3D positional accuracy for single
measurement (mm)

28

Max res (min pt space) at 10m

Scan time with supplied batteries

Zoller + Fröhlich GmbH

Zoller + Fröhlich GmbH

IMAGER 5006EX Z+F PROFILER 9012

Integrated camera (Yes/No)

Y

N

N

N

N

Weatherproofing (IP rating)

IP53

IP53

N/A

IP53

IP54

-10° to +45°C

-10° to +45°C

-10° to +45°C

0° to +40°C

-10° to +45°C

internal 64Gb flash
card, 2×32 Gb USB
external flash drive

internal 64Gb flash
card, 2×32 Gb USB
external flash drive

internal 64Gb
hard drive

internal 64Gb
hard drive

internal 128Gb flash
card, 2×32 Gb USB
external flash drive

Operating temperature range
Data storage method

MAJOR GEOSPATIAL EVENT

New event heralds major opportunities for
geospatial sector
– workshops, conference and 80+ exhibitors marks first GEO Business. Conference covers
diverse agenda, from flooding, smart cities, ubiquitous positioning to wearable sensors.
The conference is supported
by a host of industry leaders,
the latest names to lend their
expertise to the event are Dr
Vanessa Lawrence CB, Director
General and CEO of Ordnance
Survey, who will give a
keynote on day one. David
Philp, Head of BIM Implementation at the Cabinet Office/
Mace Group will lead the line
up on day one in the “BIM
Meets Geospatial” session.
Meanwhile Anne Kemp, who is
director for BIM strategy and
development at Atkins Ltd and
chair of the Association for
Geographical Information (AGI)
will start proceedings on day
two with an opening keynote
address on BIM meets
Geospatial and the importance
of collaboration.

The event will
offer great
networking
opportunities
for everyone in
the geo
business.

nference-programme/
The conference programme
was formulated following a
formal scoring and selection

The Business
Design Centre
offers
outstanding
facilities in a
lively and
thriving area of
the capital.

process carried out by the
event’s conference committee.
The response to the call for
papers was phenomenal and
the committee were
overwhelmed by the number
and quality of the abstracts
submitted: “It was great to
read such a diverse range of
abstracts, which revealed the
many areas of business that
are open to our industry,”
comments Mike Hopkins,
committee member and
managing director of Storm
Geomatics.

New approaches
Business will be accompanied
by over 80 workshop sessions
held in seven parallel sessions
over the two days. All
workshops are free to attend
but you will need to register.

Industry leaders
Meanwhile an accompanying
conference not only covers the
breadth of the geospatial
sector but is specifically
“formulated to keep delegates
one step ahead of their
competition” say organizers
Diversified Business
Communications. When
combined with the strong list
of exhibiting companies and
extensive commercial
workshop programme, GEO
Business has already generated
much anticipation amongst
the geospatial community.

Twin track approach
A twin-track approach is
being offered for the
conference through over 50
sessions. Topics to be covered
are extremely diverse and
range from rail, laser
scanning and BIM, smart
cities, new airborne
acquisition techniques,
satellite earth observation
trends, coastal zone and
beach restoration, flood
damage assessment,
ubiquitous positioning, spatial
data infrastructure, imaging
rovers, unmanned aerial
systems to exploiting the
power of big data and
Google Glasses and wearable
sensors. There are many case
study sessions too. The full
programme can be viewed at
www.geobusinessshow.com/co

how geospatial survey data is
at the very heart of BIM.”
Event director Versha Carter
says it is an impressive line-up

Conference committee
chairman and RICS Geomatics
Professional Group Board chair
Chris Preston adds: “The great
range of presentations. . .
identifies new approaches to
data capture, data analysis
and information management,
along with a fascinating range
of projects. It also demonstrates

for any show – let alone a
launch event. She adds, “We
are delighted to welcome such
prominent industry figures to
GEO Business. From the
speakers to the exhibitors and
the visitors themselves – the
who’s who of the sector will
be at this show doing business.
It’s going to be a very busy
and productive two days.”

Early bird bargain
Registration to attend the
exhibition and the commercial
workshops is free of charge
and the early bird delegate
rate to attend the conference
is only £150. These rates are
available to all delegates that
register by 22nd April 2014. To
take advantage of this visit
www.geobusinessshow.com/
registration/
• FULL DETAILS of the
conference programme are
overleaf on pages 30 and 31.

World of Surveying into GEO Business
The launch of GEO Business follows the sale last year of the
exhibition interests of PV Publications to Diversified Business
Communications. PV first launched an annual event for the
industry back in 1997 as World of Surveying. Over time, the
show evolved into the GEO series of events (GEO South/ GEO
North etc). Managing director of PV Publications Stephen Booth
comments, “We are delighted to see the launch of the new
show and believe that our decision to reach an agreement with
Diversified was the right one to secure the future of geospatial
events in the UK.”
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A NEW AND EXCITING
opportunity occurs at the end
of May this year for readers
of this publication. The first
GEO Business event takes
place at the Business Design
Centre in Islington, London
and is a two-day exhibition
and conference (28 & 29 May).
The exhibition has to date
attracted over 80 exhibitors
specialising in surveying,
measurement, GIS and other
geospatial products and
services. The event is supported
by global players like Esri, Faro,
Leica Geosystems, Topcon,
Trimble, Fugro as well as UK
and European based players
and the professional and trade
organisations of the industry.
Apart from an impressive
range of exhibitors, GEO
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TOTAL STATIONS

Total Stations:
technology fusion rules

Our thanks to Richard
Groom who prepared
and edited the data
supplied by
manufacturers. This is a
painstaking task made
no easier by some who
disregard examples
provided of how to
correctly fill in the data
requested. The data
has been checked but
inevitably something
may have slipped
through. We will make
any corrections in the
online version.

Is it a total station?
At the most innovative end of
the spectrum we have the
Trimble V10. But is it a total
station? Well, no – it’s a
detail pole that carries twelve
calibrated cameras a prism for
total station observations and
a GNSS receiver. Seven of the
cameras take panoramic
images and the remaining five

Is it a total
station?
Trimble’s V10
has 12 cameras
on a detail pole.

look forward. The idea is to
spend less time in field and
ensure that when you are
back in the office puzzling
over a piece of detail, the
answer will be in the photos
which can be extracted using
photogrammetric software
running on Trimble Business
Centre, so a return to the
field will not be necessary.
The V10 works with Trimble’s
S6 and S8 total stations and
its R10 GNSS receiver.

Rapid Scanning
May last year saw Leica
launch its Nova MultiStation
MS50 at breakfast briefing
sessions around the UK. This
robotic instrument
incorporates a 1000 point per
second scanner. Although
well short of the million point
per second observation rates
of mainstream scanners, it is
fifty times faster than its
nearest total station
competitor and benefits from
low range noise which should
make it attractive to the
monitoring market. The
company has also introduced
Infinity, a successor to Leica
Geomatics Office, to handle
this data. See Geomatics
World Jul/Aug 2013 for more
detail. Trimble’s VX, Topcon’s
IS-3 and Leica’s TS15 are also
capable of scanning but at
rates of less than 20 points
per second.

Leica see many
application areas for
their MS50 Nova
MultiStation with 1000
pts/sec scanning.

produce robotic total stations.
When combined with
telescope cameras they are
able to transmit the telescope
view to the surveyor at the
detail pole, however this
imposes a heavy burden on
the wireless communications
between the instrument and
the pole. Topcon has taken
this a stage further by not
providing an eyepiece for its
IS-310 – the telescope view is
transmitted to the controller.

Fusing GNSS and TS
Topcon’s LN-100, DS, PS and
IS range are robotic, and the
company has been fusing
GNSS and total station
technologies through its
Hybrid Robotic System ,
launched last year, which
enables the collection of data
from both sensors seamlessly.
Trimble and Leica robotic
instruments also have this
capability.
Spectra Precision’s Focus
30 and Geomax’s Zoom 80
are both robotic instruments
without the above bells and

whistles, but the Zoom 80 is
able to record freehand
sketches. An essential feature
of robotic total stations is a
means to follow the prism
and also to find it if the
instrument loses lock.
Trimble, Topcon and Leica
all have instruments that can
be used for deformation
monitoring with sub-second
and sub-millimetre angular
and distance accuracies.
Readers should be aware
that the tables (see pages 3443), whilst reflecting the
range of instruments offered
by the major manufacturers,
do not include the several
Chinese manufacturers which
are currently unavailable or
have only limited availability
in the UK. If there are dealers
out there who stock them
please drop us a line at
editor@pvpubs.demon.co.uk
and we will include you next
year.
FOR FULL DETAILS OF
CURRENT MODELS:
see pages 34-43

Telescope cameras
In addition to the MS50, Leica
have the coaxial cameras in
the TS50i and TM50i and
‘overview cameras’ in the
TS15i and TS11i. The Pentax
R-2500DN and R-420VDN
series also have integral
cameras (together with an
autofocus function) as do
Topcon’s ‘IS’ instruments and
Trimble’s VX, S8 and S6.
All manufacturers now

Above left: Topcon’s IS-310 has no telescope; just a camera
that transmits an image to the controller. Above right:
Topcon’s DS robotic works seamlessly with GNSS.
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This year’s total station comparison tables reveal
further fusion of technologies, explains Richard
Groom. With innovations ranging from a detail
pole with 12 cameras, a total station that’s also
a scanner and another without a telescope,
where next for survey technology?
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TOTAL STATIONS
COMPANY GeoMax International GeoMax International GeoMax International GeoMax International
MODEL / SERIES

Zoom 20Pro Series

Zoom 30Pro Series

Zoom 35Pro Series

Zoom 80 Series

30×

30×

30×

30×

Angular readouts available

1”

1”

1”

0.1”

Angular accuracies available

2”, 3”, 5”, 7”

2”, 3”, 5”, 7”

1”, 2”, 3”, 5”

1”, 2”, 5”

Servos (Yes or No)

N

N

N

Y

Auto prism centering with range to
prisms (clear weather)

-

-

-

Y

Prism tracking & recovery if lost

-

-

-

Y

3500m

3500m

3500m/10,000m

3500m/10,000m

EDM accuracy

2mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

Reflectorless EDM - maximum range
to 10% reflective target

250m / 400m

400m / 600m

600m / 1000m

1000m

Accuracy of reflectorless EDM

3mm +2ppm

3mm +2ppm/4mm+2ppm

3mm +2ppm/4mm+2ppm

2mm +2ppm/4mm+2ppm

280×160px, LCD

320×240px, LCD

320×240px, LCD

320×240px, LCD

Y

Y

Y

-

Telescope magnification
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EDM - max range to 1 prism
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Display type and size
Alphanumeric (Yes or No)

2mm +2ppm/5mm+2ppm 1mm +1.5ppm/5mm+2ppm

On-board software Windows® CE Embedded Windows® CE Embedded Windows® CE Embedded Windows® CE Embedded
Photo imaging (Yes or No)

N

N

N

N

Scanning capability (Yes or No)

N

N

N

N

Note recording capability

N

N

N

N

50,000 pts

50,000 pts

50,000 pts

N

Lithium-ion, 9 hrs

Lithium-ion, 9 hrs

Lithium-ion, 9 hrs

Lithium-ion, 6-8 hrs

Weight, including batteries & case

5.1 kg

5.1 kg

5.1 kg

5.5 kg

Environmental protection (IP rating)

IP54

IP54

IP54

IP54

Maximum range of robotic control
and method

-

-

-

optional

Seamless with GNSS for detail survey
(Y or N)

-

-

-

N

Recommended controller

-

-

-

Getac Z710 Android® 4.1

Controller IP rating

-

-

-

IP65

Controller display type and size

-

-

-

7.0" TFT LCD WSVGA 1024x600

Streaming video from onboard camera?

-

-

-

N

Controller has image capture (Y or N)?

-

-

-

Y

Note storage capability on
controller and type

-

-

-

Y

On-board data storage
Battery type and duration

ROBOTIC OPERATION

TOTAL STATIONS
Pentax

Pentax

Pentax

Pentax

Pentax

W-821NX - W-825NX R-2501DN - R-2505DN R-2501N - R-2505N R-423VDN - R-425VDN R-422VN - R-425VN R-202NE - R-205NE

COMPANY
MODEL / SERIES

30×

30×

30×

30×

30×

30×

0.5”, 1” and 5”

0.5” and 1”

0.5” and 1”

0.5” and 1”

1” and 5”

1” and 5”

1”, 2”, 3”, 5”

1”, 2”, 3”, 5”

1”, 2”, 3”, 5”

3”, 5”

2”, 3”, 5”

2”, 5”

N

N

N

N

N

N

Servos (Yes or No)

N

N

N

N

N

N

Auto prism centering with range to
prisms (clear weather)

N

N

N

N

N

N

Prism tracking & recovery if lost

7,000m

7,000m

7,000m

7,000m

7,000m

3,000m

2mm + 2ppm

2mm + 2ppm

2mm + 2ppm

2mm + 2ppm

3mm + 2ppm

3mm + 2ppm

550m

600m

600m

400m

400m

350m

3mm + 2ppm

3mm + 2ppm

3mm + 2ppm

5mm + 2ppm

5mm + 2ppm

2mm + 2ppm

3.7” colour touch screen

Graphic 240×96px, LCD

Graphic 240×96px, LCD

Graphic 240×96px, LCD

Graphic 240×96px, LCD

Graphic 240×96px, LCD

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Field Genius

Power Topo LITE

Power Topo LITE

Power Topo LITE

Power Topo LITE

Power Topo LITE

N

Y

N

Y

N

N

Photo imaging (Yes or No)

N

N

N

N

N

N

Scanning capability (Yes or No)

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Note recording capability

SD card

45,000pts

45,000pts

45,000pts

45,000pts

20,000 pts

Lithium-ion, 7 hrs

Lithium-ion, 7 hrs

Lithium-ion, 5.5 hrs Lithium-ion, 4.5 hrs Lithium-ion, 4.5 hrs

Telescope magnification
Angular readout available
Angular accuracies available

EDM - max range to 1 prism
EDM accuracy
Reflectorless EDM - maximum range
to 10% reflective target
Accuracy of reflectorless EDM
Display type and size
Alphanumeric (Yes or No)
On-board software

On-board data storage

Lithium-ion, 7 hrs Battery type and duration

6.3kg

-

-

-

-

-

Weight, including batteries & case

IP54

IP66

IP66

IP66

IP56

IP56

Environmental protection (IP rating)
ROBOTIC OPERATION

-

-

-

-

-

-

Maximum range of robotic control
and method

-

-

-

-

-

-

Seamless with GNSS for detail survey
(Y or N)

-

-

-

-

-

-

Recommended controller

-

-

-

-

-

-

Controller IP rating

-

-

-

-

-

-

Controller display type and size

-

-

-

-

-

-

Streaming video from onboard camera?

-

-

-

-

-

-

Controller has image capture (Y or N)?

-

-

-

-

-

-

Note storage capability on
controller and type
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TOTAL STATIONS
COMPANY Leica Geosystems
MODEL / SERIES

Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems

Builder 200 SET

Builder 300 SET

Builder 400 SET

Builder 500 SET

iCON Robot 50

Leica TS02

30×

30×

30×

30×

30×

30×

9”, 6”

9”, 6”

9”, 5”

9”, 5”, 3”

5”, 2”

7”, 5”, 3”

Servos (Yes or No)

N

N

N

N

N

N

Auto prism centering with range to
prisms (clear weather)

-

-

-

-

Y

N

Prism tracking & recovery if lost

-

-

-

-

Y

N

EDM - max range to 1 prism

-

-

3500m

3500m

3500m

3500m

5mm +2ppm

5mm +2ppm

5mm +2ppm

5mm +2ppm

1mm +1.5ppm

1.5mm +2ppm

80m

120m

15m

250m

250m

500m

3mm +2ppm

3mm +2ppm

3mm +2ppm

3mm +2ppm

3mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

280×160px, mono LCD

280×160px, mono LCD

280×160px, mono LCD

280×160px, mono LCD

-

colour touch with graphics

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

Leica Builder

Leica Builder

Leica Builder

Leica Builder

none

Leica Flexfield

Photo imaging (Yes or No)

N

N

N

N

N

N

Scanning capability (Yes or No)

N

N

N

N

N

N

Note recording capability

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

2Mb

2Mb

10Mb

10Mb

compact flash card

60k measurements

Telescope magnification
Angular readouts available
Angular accuracies available

EDM accuracy
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Accuracy of reflectorless EDM
Display type and size
Alphanumeric (Yes or No)
On-board software

On-board data storage

Battery type and duration Lithium-ion, 10 hrs Lithium-ion, 10 hrs Lithium-ion, 10 hrs Lithium-ion, 10 hrs Lithium-ion, 10 hrs Lithium-ion, 10 hrs
Weight, including batteries & case

5.2 kg

5.2 kg

5.2 kg

5.2 kg

4.8 kg

5.1 kg

Environmental protection (IP rating)

IP55

IP55

IP55

IP55

IP54

IP55

Maximum range of robotic control
and method

-

-

-

-

250m LRBT

-

Seamless with GNSS for detail survey
(Y or N)

-

-

-

-

not for survey

-

Recommended controller

-

-

-

-

Leica iCON CC61

-

Controller IP rating

-

-

-

-

IP65

-

Controller display type and size

-

-

-

-

colour touch 7”

-

Streaming video from onboard camera?

-

-

-

-

No

-

Controller has image capture (Y or N)?

-

-

-

-

No

-

Note storage capability on
controller and type

-

-

-

-

via USB

-

ROBOTIC OPERATION

TOTAL STATIONS
Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems
Leica TS06

Leica TS09

30×

30×

Leica Viva TS12A Leica Viva TS12P

30×

30×

Leica Viva TS11

Leica Viva TS11i

30×

30×

COMPANY
MODEL / SERIES

Telescope magnification
Angular readouts available

5”, 3”, 2”

5”, 3”, 1”

7”, 3”

7”, 3”,2”

5”, 3”, 2”, 1”

5”,3”,2”,1”

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

Servos (Yes or No)

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Auto prism centering with range to
prisms (clear weather)

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Prism tracking & recovery if lost

3500m

3500m

3500m

3500m

3500m

3500m

1.5mm +2ppm

1.5mm +2ppm

1mm +1.5ppm

1mm +1.5ppm

1mm +1.5ppm

1mm +1.5ppm

500m

500m

200m / 500m

200m / 500m

2mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

colour touch with graphics colour touch with graphics VGA colour touch display VGA colour touch display VGA colour touch display VGA colour touch display

EDM - max range to 1 prism
EDM accuracy
Reflectorless EDM - maximum range
to 10% reflective target
Accuracy of reflectorless EDM
Display type and size

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Leica Flexfield

Leica Flexfield

-

-

SmartWorx Viva

SmartWorx Viva

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Photo imaging (Yes or No)

N

N

N

N

N

N

Scanning capability (Yes or No)

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Note recording capability

-

-

Y

Y

On-board data storage

60k measurements 60k measurements

Alphanumeric (Yes or No)
On-board software

Lithium-ion, 10 hrs Lithium-ion, 10 hrs Lithium-ion, 5-8 hrs Lithium-ion, 5-8 hrs Lithium-ion, 5-8 hrs Lithium-ion, 5-8 hrs Battery type and duration
5.1 kg

5.1 kg

5.8 - 6.5 kg

5.8 - 6.5 kg

5.8 - 6.5 kg

5.8 - 6.5 kg

Weight, including batteries & case

IP55

IP55

IP54

IP54

IP55

IP55

Environmental protection (IP rating)
ROBOTIC OPERATION

-

-

Maximum range of robotic control
and method

N

-

-

Seamless with GNSS for detail survey
(Y or N)

CS10

CS10

-

-

Recommended controller

IP67

IP67

-

-

Controller IP rating

-

3.5” VGA colour touch

3.5” VGA colour touch

-

-

Controller display type and size

-

-

N

N

-

-

Streaming video from onboard camera?

-

-

Y

Y

-

-

Controller has image capture (Y or N)?

-

-

-

-

Note storage capability on
controller and type

-

-

500m 2.4Gbhzradio 500m 2.4Gbhzradio

-

-

N

-

-

-

-

-

1Gb int SD, USB CF 1Gb int SD, USB CF
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TOTAL STATIONS
COMPANY Leica Geosystems
MODEL / SERIES

Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems

Leica Viva TS15M Leica Viva TS15A Leica Viva TS15G Leica Viva TS15P

Leica Viva TS15i

30×

30×

30×

30×

30×

5”, 3”, 2”, 1”

5”, 3”, 2”, 1”

5”, 3”, 2”, 1”

5”, 3”, 2”, 1”

5”, 3”, 2”, 1”

Servos (Yes or No)

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Auto prism centering with range to
prisms (clear weather)

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Prism tracking & recovery if lost

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

3500m

3500m

3500m

3500m

3500m

1mm +1.5ppm

1mm +1.5ppm

1mm +1.5ppm

1mm +1.5ppm

1mm +1.5ppm

Telescope magnification
Angular readouts available
Angular accuracies available

EDM - max range to 1 prism
EDM accuracy
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Accuracy of reflectorless EDM
Display type and size

2mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

VGA colour touch display VGA colour touch display VGA colour touch display VGA colour touch display VGA colour touch display

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

SmartWorx Viva

SmartWorx Viva

SmartWorx Viva

SmartWorx Viva

SmartWorx Viva

Photo imaging (Yes or No)

N

N

N

N

Y

Scanning capability (Yes or No)

N

N

N

N

N

Note recording capability

N

N

N

N

N

On-board data storage

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Alphanumeric (Yes or No)
On-board software

Battery type and duration Lithium-ion, 5-8 hrs Lithium-ion, 5-8 hrs Lithium-ion, 5-8 hrs Lithium-ion, 5-8 hrs Lithium-ion, 5-8 hrs
Weight, including batteries & case

5.9 - 6.5 kg

5.9 - 6.5 kg

5.9 - 6.5 kg

5.9 - 6.5 kg

5.9 - 6.5 kg

Environmental protection (IP rating)

IP55

IP55

IP55

IP55

IP55

500m LRBT

500m LRBT

500m LRBT

500m LRBT

500m LRBT

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Recommended controller

CS15

CS15

CS15

CS15

CS15

Controller IP rating

IP67

IP67

IP67

IP67

IP67

3.5” VGA colour touch

3.5” VGA colour touch

3.5” VGA colour touch

3.5” VGA colour touch

3.5” VGA colour touch

Streaming video from onboard camera?

N

N

N

N

Y

Controller has image capture (Y or N)?

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

ROBOTIC OPERATION
Maximum range of robotic control
and method
Seamless with GNSS for detail survey
(Y or N)

Controller display type and size

Note storage capability on
1Gb int SD, USB CF 1Gb int SD, USB CF 1Gb int SD, USB CF 1Gb int SD, USB CF 1Gb int SD, USB CF
controller and type

TOTAL STATIONS
Leica Geosystems

Leica Geosystems

Leica Geosystems

Leica Geosystems

COMPANY

Leica Nova TM50

Leica Nova TM50i

Leica Nova TS50i

Leica Nova MS50

MODEL / SERIES

30×

30×

30×

30×

Telescope magnification
Angular readouts available

0.5”

0.5”, 1”

0.5”, 1”

1”

Angular accuracies available

Y

Y

Y

Y

Servos (Yes or No)

Y

Y

Y

Y

Auto prism centering with range to
prisms (clear weather)

Y

Y

Y

Y

Prism tracking & recovery if lost

3500m

3500m

3500m

10,000m

0.6mm +1ppm

0.6mm +1ppm

0.6mm +1ppm

1mm +1.5ppm

EDM accuracy

15m /200m /500m

15m /200m /500m

15m /200m /500m

2000m (90%)

Reflectorless EDM - maximum range
to 10% reflective target

2mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

Accuracy of reflectorless EDM

VGA colour touch display

VGA colour touch display

VGA colour touch display

Y

Y

Y

Y

SmartWorx Viva

SmartWorx Viva

SmartWorx Viva

SmartWorx Viva

N

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

Y (1000 pts/sec)

Y

Y

Y

Y

Note recording capability

Y

Y

Y

Y

On-board data storage

Lithium-ion, 5-8 hrs

Lithium-ion, 5-8 hrs

Lithium-ion, 5-8 hrs

Lithium-ion, 5-8 hrs

7.6 kg

7.6 kg

7.6 kg

7.6 kg

Weight, including batteries & case

IP65

IP65

IP65

IP65

Environmental protection (IP rating)

VGA colour touch display Display type and size

Alphanumeric (Yes or No)
On-board software
Photo imaging (Yes or No)
Scanning capability (Yes or No)

Battery type and duration

ROBOTIC OPERATION
Maximum range of robotic control
and method

500m LRBT

500m LRBT

500m LRBT

500m LRBT

Y

Y

Y

Y

CS15

CS15

CS15

CS15

Recommended controller

IP67

IP67

IP67

IP67

Controller IP rating

3.5” VGA colour touch

3.5” VGA colour touch

3.5” VGA colour touch

3.5” VGA colour touch

N

Y

Y

Y

Streaming video from onboard camera?

Y

Y

Y

Y

Controller has image capture (Y or N)?

1Gb int SD, USB CF

1Gb int SD, USB CF

1Gb int SD, USB CF

1Gb int SD, USB CF

Seamless with GNSS for detail survey
(Y or N)

Controller display type and size

Note storage capability on
controller and type
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TOTAL STATIONS
COMPANY

Nikon

Nikon

Nikon

Nikon

Spectra Precision

MODEL / SERIES

Nivo .C

Nivo .M

NPL-322

DTM-322

Focus 30

30×

30×

30×

30×

31×

Angular readout

0.5”, 1” or 5”

1” or 5”

1” or 5”

01” or 5”

1”, 5”, 10”

Angular accuracy

1”, 2”, 3”, 5”

2”, 3” or 5”

2” and 5”

2” and 5”

2”, 3”, 5”

Servos (Yes or No)

N

N

N

N

Y

Auto prism centering with range to
prisms (clear weather)

N

N

N

N

Yes, upto 800m

Prism tracking & recovery if lost

N

N

N

N

Y

3000m/5000m

3000m/5000m

3000m

3000m

4000m

2mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

3mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

500m

500m

400m

-

800m

3mm + 2ppm

3mm + 2ppm

3mm + 3ppm

-

3mm + 2ppm

graphic LCD, backlit

graphic LCD, backlit

graphic LCD, backlit

colour touch screen

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

SurveyPro etc

Nikon onboard

Nikon onboardc

Nikon onboard

SurveyPro

Photo imaging (Yes or No)

N

N

N

N

N

Scanning capability (Yes or No)

N

N

N

N

N

Note recording capability

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

128Mb

10,000 records

10,000 records

10,000 records

128Mb

Telescope magnification

EDM - max range to 1 prism
EDM accuracy
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Accuracy of reflectorless EDM

Display type and size colour touch screen
Alphanumeric (Yes or No)
On-board software

On-board data storage

Battery type and duration Lithium-ion, 26 hrs Lithium-ion, 57 hrs Lithium-ion, 11 hrs Lithium-ion, 15 hrs
Weight, including batteries & case

6.3 – 6.4 kg

Environmental protection (IP rating) IP56/IP66 (3.C & 5.C)

Lithium-ion, 6 hrs

6.2 – 6.3 kg

7.5 kg

7.4 kg

9 kg

IP66

IP54

IP55

IP55

ROBOTIC OPERATION
Maximum range of robotic control
and method

-

-

-

-

800m

Seamless with GNSS for detail survey
(Y or N)

-

-

-

-

N

Recommended controller

-

-

-

-

Spectra Precision Ranger

Controller IP rating

-

-

-

-

IP67

Controller display type and size

-

-

-

-

VGA colour touch screen

Streaming video from onboard camera?

-

-

-

-

N

Controller has image capture (Y or N)?

-

-

-

-

Y

Note storage capability on
controller and type

-

-

-

-

Y

TOTAL STATIONS
Topcon

Topcon

Topcon/Sokkia

COMPANY
MODEL / SERIES

Focus 8

Focus 6

2LSCygnus

LN-100

ES/CX

30×

30×

30×

-

30×

1”, 5”

1”, 5”

1”, 5”

1”

2”, 5”, 7”

Angular readouts available

2”, 5”

2”, 5”

2”

1”

2” – 7”

Angular accuracies available

N

N

N

Y

N

Servos (Yes or No)

N

N

N

Y

N

Auto prism centering with range to
prisms (clear weather)

N

N

N

Y

N

Prism tracking & recovery if lost

3000m/5000m

3000m/5000m

2000m

100m

4000m

2mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

3mm

2mm +2ppm

500m

500m

200m

-

500m

3mm + 2ppm

3mm + 2ppm

3mm + 2ppm

-

colour touch screen

graphic LCD backlit

LCD 192 x 80

-

LCD 192 x 80

Y

Y

Y

-

Y

SurveyPro

Spectra Precision

Digital Fieldbook

-

Digital Fieldbook

N

N

N

-

N

Photo imaging (Yes or No)

N

N

N

-

N

Scanning capability (Yes or No)

Y

Y

N

-

N

Note recording capability

128Mb

10,000 records

24,000 pts

-

10,000 pts

Lithium-ion, 23 hrs

Lithium-ion, 5 hrs

Lithium-ion, 26 hrs Lithium-ion, 57 hrs

Telescope magnification

EDM - max range to 1 prism
EDM accuracy
Reflectorless EDM - maximum range
to 10% reflective target

3mm + 2ppm (10+10) Accuracy of reflectorless EDM

Display type and size
Alphanumeric (Yes or No)
On-board software

On-board data storage

Lithium-ion, 36 hrs Battery type and duration

6.3 / 6.4kg

6.2 / 6.3kg

4.9kg

4kg

5.6kg

Weight, including batteries & case

IP66

IP66

IP54

IP65

IP66

Environmental protection (IP rating)
ROBOTIC OPERATION

-

-

-

100m, Wifi

-

Maximum range of robotic control
and method

-

-

-

Y

-

Seamless with GNSS for detail survey
(Y or N)

Tesla

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

IP67
5.7” touch screen
N
Y
Y

-

Recommended controller

-

Controller IP rating

-

Controller display type and size

-

Streaming video from onboard camera?

-

Controller has image capture (Y or N)?

-

Note storage capability on
controller and type
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TOTAL STATIONS
Topcon/Sokkia

Topcon/Sokkia

Topcon/Sokkia

Topcon

Topcon

Topcon/Sokkia

OS/FX

DS/DX

PS/SRX

IS-3 (Imaging)

IS-310

MS05AX/NET05AX

30×

30×

30×

30×

30×

30×

1”, 2”, 3”, 5”

1”, 2”, 3”, 5”

1”, 3”, 5”

1”, 3”, 5”

0.1”

1” – 7”

1” – 5”

1” – 5”

1” – 5”

1” – 5”

0.5”

Servos (Yes or No)

N

optional upgrade

Y

Y

Y

Y

Auto prism centering with range to
prisms (clear weather)

N

1000m

1000m

1000m

1000m

1000m

Prism tracking & recovery if lost

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

4000m

6000m

6000m

3000m

3000m

3500m

2mm +2ppm

1.5mm +2ppm

1.5mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm (10+10)

0.8mm +1ppm

500m

1000m

1000m

1.5-250m/250-2000m 1.5-250m/250-2000m

100m

2mm + 2ppm

2mm + 2ppm

3mm +2ppm /10 +10 3mm +2ppm /10 +10

1mm +1ppm

COMPANY
MODEL / SERIES

Telescope magnification

Angular readouts available 1”, 2”, 3”, 5”, 7”
Angular accuracies available

EDM - max range to 1 prism
EDM accuracy
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Accuracy of reflectorless EDM 3+2 to 200m, 10+10

Display type and size 3.5”colour touch screen 3.5”colour touch screen 3.5”colour touchscreen 3.5”colour touch screen

-

3.7” touch screen

Y

Y

Y

Y

-

Y

MAGNET Field

MAGNET Field

MAGNET Field

Topsurv

-

Topsurv

Photo imaging (Yes or No)

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

Scanning capability (Yes or No)

N

N

N

Y

N

N

Note recording capability

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

500Mb

500Mb

500Mb

1Gb SD

1Gb SD

64Mb

Lithium-ion, 5 hrs

Lithium-ion, 4 hrs

Lithium-ion, 8 hrs

Lithium-ion, 8 hrs

Lithium-ion, 4 hrs

Alphanumeric (Yes or No)
On-board software

On-board data storage

Battery type and duration Lithium-ion, 20 hrs
Weight, including batteries & case

5.7kg

6.1kg

7.0kg

6.2kg

6.2kg

7.6kg

Environmental protection (IP rating)

IP65

IP65

IP65

IP54

IP54

IP64

300m, Bluetooth

300m, Bluetooth

1000m - radio
(WLAN-250m)

1000m - radio
(WLAN-250m)

300m, Bluetooth

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
Tesla / fc336/SHC336

ROBOTIC OPERATION
Maximum range of robotic control 300m, Bluetooth
and method
Seamless with GNSS for detail survey
(Y or N)

Y

Recommended controller

Tesla

Tesla

Tesla

Controller IP rating

IP67

IP67/IP68

IP67/IP68

IP67

IP67

IP67/IP68

Controller display type and size

3.5”

5.7”/3.5”

5.7”/3.5”

5.7”

5.7”

5.7”/3.5”

Streaming video from onboard camera?

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

Controller has image capture (Y or N)?

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Note storage capability on
controller and type

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Tesla / fc336/SHC336 Tesla / fc336/SHC336

TOTAL STATIONS
COMPANY

Trimble

Trimble

Trimble

Trimble

Trimble

M1 DR

M3

S3

S6

S8

MODEL / SERIES

30×

30×

30×

30×

30×

Telescope magnification

2”

1”

1”

0.1”

0.5”, 1”

Angular readouts available

2”, 5”

1”, 3”, 5”

2”, 5”

2”

0.5”, 1”

Angular accuracies available

N

N

Y

Y

Y

-

-

500m

800m

800m

-

-

Y

Y

Y

3000m

3000m to 5000m

2500m

5500m

3000m

2mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

1mm +2ppm

0.8mm +1ppm

400m

400m

500m

600m

800m

3mm +3ppm

3mm +2ppm

3mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

3mm +2ppm

graphic 128x64 px

graphic 128x64 px

colour 320x240px

colour 320x240px

colour 320x240px

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

-

Trimble Access

Trimble Access

Trimble Access/Vision

Trimble Access/Vision

N

N

N

Y

Y

Photo imaging (Yes or No)

N

N

N

N

N

Scanning capability (Yes or No)

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Note recording capability

64Mb

128 Mb

128 Mb

128 Mb

128 Mb

Lithium-ion, 6 hrs

Lithium-ion, 6.5 hrs

Lithium-ion, 6 hrs

Lithium-ion, 11 hrs Lithium-ion, 11 hrs

Servos (Yes or No)
Auto prism centering with range to
prisms (clear weather)
Prism tracking & recovery if lost
EDM - max range to 1 prism
EDM accuracy

Accuracy of reflectorless EDM
Display type and size
Alphanumeric (Yes or No)
On-board software

On-board data storage
Battery type and duration

4.9kg

6.5kg

6.6kg

6.3kg

6.5kg

Weight, including batteries & case

IP54

IP66

IP55

IP55

IP55

Environmental protection (IP rating)
ROBOTIC OPERATION

Maximum range of robotic control
500m, 2.4Ghz radio 800m, 2.4Ghz radio 800m, 2.4Ghz radio and method

-

-

-

-

Y

Y

Y

-

-

Trimble TSC3

Trimble TSC3

Trimble TSC3

IPX7

IPX7

IPX7

Seamless with GNSS for detail survey
(Y or N)
Recommended controller
Controller IP rating

-

-

-

-

-

-

N

Y

Y

Streaming video from onboard camera?

-

-

Y

Y

Y

Controller has image capture (Y or N)?

-

-

colour TFT 640x480 colour TFT 640x480 colour TFT 640x480 Controller display type and size

8Gb flash + SD card 8Gb flash + SD card 8Gb flash + SD card

Note storage capability on
controller and type
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Reflectorless EDM - maximum range
to 10% reflective target
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GNSS RECEIVERS
No need to
get your
feet wet
with
Trimble’s
handy GNSS
extension
piece but
you’ll get
better
results if
you hold it
vertical!

Constellations
lagging behind
receivers
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Lots of technology and options aboard the receivers
but can it all be used? Richard Groom unravels the
complexity of the manufacturers’ receivers.
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THIS YEAR’S TABLE OF GNSS
receivers is notable for its
similarity to last year’s. The
market is dependent upon the
signals transmitted by the
GNSS satellites. It has been
ahead of the satellite
constellations for years, almost
to the point one suspects, that
many receivers could have
been part-exchanged for new
ones long before ever being
used to track the new
constellations for which they
were ‘ready’. So, will this year
see those ‘Galileo-ready’
receivers delivering at last?

Lots of products but not
much new
The Altus listing includes the
APS GeoPod. It plugs into a
Windows tablet via a USB port
and uses the cell modem on
the computer to receive
network RTK corrections. In
the era of the rugged tablet,
there would seem to be a
good deal of sense in cutting
out the data collector ‘middle
man’ at the more precise end
of the surveying for GIS
applications. Also new in to
the high end ‘GIS surveying’

market is Leica’s Zeno 25
GNSS. This handheld has an
option to receive GPS L2
signals and process network
RTK solutions along with a
wider range of communication
options than its Zeno siblings.
Leica has introduced a
‘basic’ version of its GS25
GNSS receiver. It is only able to
receive GPS L1 and L2 signals
but is upgradeable to fully
featured GS25 Professional
configuration, to receive all
signals. A browse through
Leica’s GNSS for surveying
offerings reveals that there are
in fact many models to choose
from: GS08, GS10, GS12,
GS14, GS15 and GS25. So
what is the difference? The
GS25 is upgradeable to receive
signals from all constellations
but is for base station use only.
The GS15 can also receive all
signals but can be used as a
rover and has an exceptional
accuracy for static baselines.
The GS14 cannot receive GPS
L2C or L5 signals. The GS12
can receive all constellations
except the Chinese Compass.
The GS10 can be upgraded to
receive all signals and delivers

In the March/April
issue of Geomatics
World Jöel van
Cranenbroek
explained how six
antennas can be
connected by multiswitching to one
GNSS receiver to
create a robust
monitoring system.

similar accuracies to the GS15
but requires an external
antenna. The GS08 plus can
only receive GPS L1, L2 and
L2C and GLONASS signals and
does not use Leica’s Viva
software interface. Simples?
Well, some rationalisation
might help!
New for our tables is the
Pentax G3100-R1 GPS plus
GLONASS receiver. Sokkia’s
GRX-1 has become GRX-2
and now comes with an
exceptional cold start time of
15 seconds and can stand a
2m pole drop – which is
becoming a standard feature
across the manufacturers.

Satellite Status
So, what of the state of the
GNSS constellations?
The GPS constellation now
has 7 Block IIA, 12 Block IIR,
7 Block IIR-M and 4 Block IIF
healthy satellites in orbit,
making a total of thirty
satellites. Two more Block IIF
satellites are scheduled for
launch in 2014. The Block IIF
satellites are intended as
fillers until Block III satellites
come on line in 2015.
The Block III satellites will
transmit the L2C signal,
which will have improved
tracking capabilities and
provide redundancy and
therefore some resistance to
interference. The new
satellites will also carry a new
military M-code signal which
will have improved antijamming capability and
incorporate a directional
component. There will also be
a safety of life L5 signal and a
new civilian L1C signal. The
latter will have higher power
and better interoperability
with Galileo. Successful
implementation of the new
signals also depends upon a
new command and control
system.
The Russian GLONASS

system currently has 24
operational GLONASS-M
satellites with three spares. The
constellation has been plagued
by unsuccessful launches. The
loss of two satellites in 2010
prompted an intensive
presidential inquiry but in July
2013 a further three
GLONASS-M satellites were lost
on launch. The M-class
satellites are due to be replaced
eventually by K-class satellites
that will broadcast signals using
CDMA (Code Division Multiple
Access), which will bring
greater compatibility with the
other constellations. Currently
there is one GLONASS-K1
satellite in flight test mode and
transmitting one CDMA signal.
K2 satellites are in their design
phase and due for deployment
from 2015.
The long-awaited Galileo
constellation is now in its In
Orbit Validation phase. Four
satellites were launched during
2012 and 2013 and the first
independent position fix was
made in March 2013. This year
four further satellites are due
for launch in pairs in July and
October. This launch schedule
seems to be rather less
intensive than expected, so will
‘early services’ really start at
the end of 2014? It seems
unlikely – those Galileo-ready
receivers might have to hold
out for a bit longer.
The Chinese BeiDou (aka
Compass) constellation has
been operating as a regional
service for China and
surrounding countries for a
year. Four more satellites are
due for launch during 2014,
which will no doubt extend
the coverage but the full
global constellation seems a
long way off at 2020.
You can check out the full
range of receivers from the
leading manufacturers on our
website at www.pvpubs.com
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Longdin & Browning (Surveys) Ltd
Cherry Tree House,
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Contact: Mark Phillips
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ClassifiedEngineering
surveyingshowcase 2014
CLASSIFIED SERVICES
We estimate that Showcase reaches over 6,500 surveyors, engineers and other professionals who work in geomatics, use
geomatics technology or commission geomatic specialists. To advertise in Showcase’s Classified section, call +44 (0)1438 352617.
AERIAL
PHOTOGRAMMETRY

SURVEYS

Land, GPS, Building & Engineering Surveyors

Rail Surveys
Topographical Surveys
Measured Building Surveys
Unit 2, Thornbury Office Park,
Midland Way, Thornbury, Bristol BS35 2BS
Tel: 01454 419133
Fax: 01454 501711
Rues Cottage, Westleigh, Tiverton,
Devon EX16 7HS
Tel/Fax 01823 674446
E-mail:absurveys@aol.com
www.anthonybrookes.co.uk
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www.fugrogeospatial.com

AERIAL & LAND SURVEYS
Chanctonbury House
Church Street Storrington
W. Sussex RH20 4LT
Tel: +44 (0)1093 741035
Email: info@geodime.co.uk

www.geodime.co.uk

MALTBY LAND SURVEYS LTD

CLOSE RANGE
LASER SCANNING

★
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★
★

Cherry Tree House, Carmarthen Road
Swansea SA1 1HE

Tel: 01792 644181
Fax: 01792 203333
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A UK-BASED PORTAL LEVERAGING THE
POWER OF GEOGRAPHY

LOCATION-SOURCE offers analysis,
opinion, webinars, longer articles,
topical international news, reference
material and more for users of varied
knowledge levels.
REGISTER FOR FREE TODAY!

WWW.LOCATION-SOURCE.COM

Topographic Surveys
Measured Building Surveys
Elevations & Sections
Inshore Hydrographic Surveys
Rights of Light Surveys
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Queens Road,
Road,Haywards
HaywardsHeath
Heath
2
West Sussex
SussexRH16
RH161EB
1EB
West
Contact:David
Richard
Maltby
Contact:
Maltby
Tel: 01444
01444416
416246
246
Tel:
E-mail:dm@maltbysurveys.com
rm@maltbysurveys.com
E-mail:

Are you
listed yet?
PV Publications’
online Survey
Directory is a source
directory for survey companies.
To check it out, go to:

pvpubs.com

Showcase Classified Services
Looking for a company with special experience?
See our Technical Services Chart on page 45 for a detailed analysis of advertisers’
key competencies and services.
To advertise your company’s expertise in the next issue, contact Sharon Robson on
+44 (0)1438 352617 or sharon@pvpubs.demon.co.uk.
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To advertise in the next issue of
Engineering Surveying Showcase contact
Sharon Robson
Tel: +44 (0)1438 352617
Email: sharon@pvpubs.demon.co.uk

www.pvpubs.com
Don’t miss Geomatics
World’s Digital Extras!
We introduced GW's Digital
Extras section online in
2013. With the increasing
amount of high quality
editorial that we receive,
we now publish more
material on the web for
our readers. In addition to
viewing the latest edition
online, you can also
download a PDF of the
page for personal use
and printing.
• If you’re an RICS member you should be able to
get your user name and password using your RICS membership
number. Subscribers can email hayley@pvpubs.demon.co.uk to
register for archive access.
Subscribers and RICS members have access to an online searchable
database of more than a decade of articles from Geomatics World.

We are constantly looking for ways to improve the website and
welcome serious feedback. Email your comments to
editor@pvpubs.demon.co.uk

FOR SUBSCRIPTIONS go to : www.pvpubs.com

PROFESSIONAL TRAINING DAYS
With the economy improving day by day. . .
are you investing enough in training and new skills?
THE COURSES
We offer a range of courses throughout the year for professionals looking to learn
or refresh their skills, including Introduction to Total Stations and GIS Data
Collection. For more information on our upcoming training courses, contact Sharon
Robson on sharon@pvpubs.demon.co.uk or +44 (0)1438 352617.

WHO?
All courses are conducted by Chris Little Training and include comprehensive notes,
practical as well as classroom teaching, tea, coffee and refreshments throughout the day.

HOW MUCH?
All courses cost £169.50 + VAT. Discounts available for three or more attendees.

WHERE?
Stevenage Arts & Leisure Centre (direct access from Stevenage Station).
Free parking available.

Call +44 (0)1438 352617 for bookings & more information
Attendees receive a certificate of participation plus copies of industry publications.

Note: Numbers limited to eight persons per course. We reserve the right to cancel if there are insufficient attendees.
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